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Abstract
The educational system in Sweden is expanding and while some see higher education as a
remedy for unemployment, others argue that credentialing of the society with diplomas will
harm the competition on the labour market and the value of higher education. However, the
effects of educational expansion are noticeable not only at the macro, but also at the micro level.
Studies have shown that Sweden is internationally on the bottom of the list when it comes to
gross returns of higher education. During the 1990s the educational expansion led to the
impairment of university and college degrees to uplift individuals to high income positions.
Studies have also shown that fluctuations in training premia are inconsistent with the supply of
higher educated labour force. The focus of this quantitative dissertation is on the period between
2000 and 2010. By measuring the success on the labour market in terms of monthly salary the
aim is to find out how the educational expansion affected Swedish labour market after the
1990s. By using SPSS, a multiple linear regression analysis is applied on data that is extracted
from Levnadsnivåundersökningen (LNU) 2000 and 2010. The results suggest that even though
the effects of higher education are not dramatically different between these years, it explained
more of the total variance in monthly salary in 2000. Furthermore, social background and social
networks had stronger effects on the success on the labour market in 2010. This implies that
meritocratic principles were utilized more during the early twenty first century and that social
status continues to determine salaries in a modern capitalist society.

Key words: education, wage level, social capital, social network, social background,
meritocracy
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1. Introduction
Nelson Mandela once said that “Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to
change the world”1 and a trend that has swept through the Western labour markets is the
breakthrough of a knowledge society2. Alvesson (1999) is discussing the concept of educational
fundamentalism which is built on the assumptions that a society with higher share of educated
people is superior, that an individual is formable and that a perfect individual is created through
education. Additionally, lower educated people should be provided higher education to improve
their existence and education is a remedy for issues such as unemployment or international
competitiveness3. Educational fundamentalism may seem as an extreme ideology, but the shift
towards a knowledge-based society in Sweden is palpable. The number of registered students
in country´s universities and colleges is increasing: roughly 145 000 individuals applied for
higher education in 1990, compared to approximately 250 000 individuals during 2000 and
approximately 310 000 during 20104. This trend is also noticeable in the rest of the world:
during 2015, the number of registered college and university students was 200 million. By 2030
it is expected to be approximately 1 500 million5.
A mutually related trend with the increasing number of university and college students is a
noticeable increase in required job qualifications in terms of university and college degrees.
Simultaneously, the amount of jobs that do not have these requirements is decreasing6. The
investments in higher education are being driven not only by the technological development
but are also responding to cyclical fluctuations7. One of the consequences of the educational
expansion is that the labour market is not adopting fast enough in terms of matching individuals´
qualifications and available vacancies8. In recent debates, the exaggerated focus on higher
education only has come under attack because industry leaders prefer vocationally trained
employees against university or college graduates, but they recognize the problem of staffing
the workforce of industrial production. Still, higher education seems to narratively be viewed
1
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as a remedy for unemployment at both micro and macro levels, not least within the politics
where it appears easier to influence the community planning rather than the labour market9.
Already in 1979 Randall Collins criticized educational fundamentalism in his book “The
credential society: an historical sociology of education and stratification”, stating that
knowledge that is acquired in academia is science-specific and will eventually be superseded
by more work-relevant skills. One result of the educational inflation is a discrepancy between
the number of highly educated individuals and jobs that require an academic degree. This is
because the increase in human capital of the population grows more rapidly than employers´
educational requirements10. The latest study of the establishment on the Swedish labour market
performed by Universitetskanslersämbetet11 (UKÄ) shows that 81 percent of university and
college graduates who attended at least a three-year program in 2011/2012 had a job in 2013.
52 percent of these individuals had an occupation that requires at least a three-year academic
degree. 41 percent had an occupation that requires a shorter university or college education and
6 percent had an occupation that normally does not require higher education or that require
upper secondary education only12. Additionally, the supply and demand of university and
college graduates has gone from a deficit of 30 000 individuals in the 1974 to a surplus of 200
000 individuals in the 200013.
Accordingly, the disproportion between the high number of university or college graduates and
the low number of jobs that do not require an academic degree is an important reason for the
difficulties during the processes of the entry and establishment on the Swedish labour market,
especially for individuals who do not possess enough competitive resources. The
unemployment rate in Sweden was 6,4 percent in January 2001, compared to 9,5 percent in
January 201014. The wage level has increased by 58 percent between 2000 and 201515.
Furthermore, the inequality in the chances to acquire high education and in the important assets
such as social networks16 is highlighted in various debates and the value of a university or
college degree seems to have been relocated to the periphery during the recruitment or hiring
processes. Individuals perceive education as a better equipment for the uncertain future on the
9
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labour market, but it might lead to decreasing guarantees of a diploma to help achieving and
keeping high societal positions. Thus, the educational system and its expansion is important for
social changes. From that perspective, it also plays a leading role in the perception of a society
as a meritocracy which implies that individuals´ skills and competencies are crucial for
determining their position in the society17. Distributing higher-paid occupations by educational
attainments rather than social status can thus be viewed as essential for a meritocratic society,
where individuals´ competencies and suitability should decide over who will get the job, rather
than family background or networks of alliances. The opportunities that higher education
provides for individuals are structurally changing between generations. This in turn might
contribute to an explanation for why modern societies are still characterized by social
immobility despite the fact that participation in high education, which is marketed as the
channel that facilitates social mobility, is increasing18. Thus, jobs might rather be distributed
via non-meritocratic mechanisms during an educational inflation. The focus of this dissertation
will be on comparing the value of university and college diplomas over time in terms of monthly
salary and if meritocratic principles arguably were utilized more in the beginning of the twenty
first century compared to modern capitalist society.

1.1 Purpose of the study and research questions
The aim of this dissertation is to analyse the influence of higher education on the success on
the labour market between 2000 and 2010. The underlying assumption for this study is that the
job distribution is based on a zero-sum game where the value loss of a university or college
diploma triggers other mechanisms that are being used to determine the job suitability.
Therefore, the inflation in human capital of the Swedish population is assumed to lead to an
increased importance of social background and social networks. This affects the outcome of the
recruitment or hiring processes. With these assumptions in mind the research questions are
formulated as following:
1. How has the educational inflation affected individuals´ chances of succeeding on the
labour market during the period between 2000 - 2010?
2. How does social background affect the success on the labour market?
3. How does social network affect the success on the labour market?
17
18
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1.2 Disposition
This study contains seven chapters. The intention in this introductory chapter is to present
research questions together with the aim of the study and its limitations. The following chapter
contains a description of the theoretical analysis tools. In chapter three, previous research on
how education, social background and social network affect the outcome on the labour market
is examined and summarized. A methodological discussion and presentation of the data follows
in chapter four, setting out how this study is based on a deductive approach, wherein three
hypotheses were formulated and tested empirically with a multiple linear regression model. The
results of the analysis are presented in chapter five and a discussion of the results in relation to
the aim of the study and research questions is accounted for in chapter six. In the concluding
chapter, previously mentioned theories and research are discussed together with the results of
this analysis and different reasoning and arguments are compared, set against each other and
discussed.

4

2. Theory
What can explain labour market outcomes? There are several theories that address this basic
question both within economics and sociology. Some argue that education, previous work
experience and other types of human capital are primal for the success on the labour market19.
Others suggest that social networks are influential assets that separately can determine the
career and wage outcomes20. The starting point for this study is in the human capital theory and
the focus is then further extended to the social capital and social structures within the networks.
This will provide some analytical tools to understand economic and sociological perspectives
on the success on the labour market and how economic and sociological factors can create
possibilities, or on the contrary, delimitate labour market prospects for the various groups of
individuals.

2.1 Human capital
According to Becker (1993), the point of departure in human capital theory is that individuals
are rational and they evaluate every possible outcome before making a decision in order to
maximize their own utility. This suggests that rather than being passive figures that are bounded
by norms, human beings are calculative, conscious and able to optimise their existence
according to their preferences. It is argued further that human capital increases productivity
which is the base for wage settings and that individuals will choose to invest resources (e.g.
time and money) in higher education today if they will be compensated for the effort with higher
salary in the future. Accordingly, the decision about how much education an individual should
acquire is based on the expected future income, i.e. the yields of education21. These investments
are also expected to entail additional chances of succeeding on the labour market22. In
conventional empirical analyses that are based on human capital theory, education and the
number of years spent in labour force are regarded as a measure of the general human capital.
Seniority is regarded as an indicator of the specific human capital that is useful exclusively in
the company where it was acquired23. Additionally, human capital theory derives the success

19
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on the labour market not only from productive qualities but also from other knowledges, skills
and access to social network and information that an individual possesses or acquires24.
Randall Collins (1979) has a divergent opinion on the productivity accumulating characteristics
of higher education. He argues that American diploma inflation during the twentieth century
did not necessarily lead to a more productive or profit producing nation. Rather, Collins (ibid.)
suggests that the formal knowledge that is acquired in a university or college will eventually be
forgotten or superseded by more work-relevant skills and characteristics. He states that “What
is learned in school has much more to do with conventional standards of sociability and
propriety than with instrumental and cognitive skills”25. Additionally, major parts of academic
education are permeated by science, which is valued more by the educational institutions and
other related organizations than by the employers. “In other words, Collins (ibid.) argues that
the credentialing of America with college or university diplomas is stressed by the competition
of educational entrepreneurs and an overprotection of growing sinecure rather than a response
to the expanding technological needs”26. However, the fact that an individual has invested
money and effort in education sends a signal to potential employers that he or she is competent
and ambitious. By using a university or college diploma as a receipt of that employers can avoid
the sunk costs by procuring information about an individual´s productivity without a six-month
probationary employment27. Arrow (1973) has a similar view about productivity-adding
characteristics of a university or college diploma and he states that higher education rather plays
a filtering role for the applicant. Although higher education provides informational value for
employers, an assumption about the social value of a diploma cannot be made because the
demand for information might diverge between social and private. Thus, Arrow (ibid.) argues
that because universities and colleges rather have a sorting function through the admission or
graduation policies, characteristics of an academic education cannot be regarded as
performance-improving or capital-accumulating since it “…sorts out individuals of differing
abilities, thereby conveying information to the purchaser of labour”28.
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The issue of over-education is, however, not isolated. Löfgren Mårtinsson (2008) suggest that
the asymmetry between education and work can be explained by the failure in matching the
applicants with the available vacancies. Training providers and employers tend to diverge in
their perceptions of what kind of knowledge is requested on the labour market. They also
disagree on how to evaluate and further develop it. Accordingly, regardless of which kind of
academic education a person has, it cannot be guaranteed that he or she will not be affected by
matching problems29. On the contrary, it can be argued that “…the issue of inflation in
education might not imply a mismatch per se and in cases when an individual does not possess
required degree, other personal characteristics or previous work experience might compensate
for the lack of formal education”30. However, according to Karlson and Skånberg (2012),
“…the training initiative that have been implemented through the last decades in terms of
additional years in upper secondary school, education initiatives and the expansion of academia
have yet not yielded the results that might reasonably be expected”31.

2.2 Social capital
Human capital theory describes the increasing value of an employee when he or she acquires
knowledge, skills and other abilities or characteristics that are attractive on the labour market.
Investments in human capital are made if the yields in terms of possibilities to get a job and a
high salary are expected32. Human capital theory can therefore partly explain the success on the
labour market. Additional explanation is provided by Lin (1999, 2001) who suggests that social
capital that is embedded in social networks also has an explanatory value for the chances of
succeeding on the labour market. He argues that individuals can be active and strategic in the
choice-making process. The author defines social capital as an investment in resources with
expected outcomes on the labour market. Individuals are able to mobilise and extend social
assets when needed, for example the power and influence that increases through links to people
with high social status. Having high social capital is connected to increasing opportunities to
get a better job, a better career, a higher salary and a better mental health33.

29
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Lin (1999b) suggests four reasons to why social networks have an impact on individuals´ social
capital. First, membership in several and large networks influences the access to information.
Having connections in hierarchical and strategic positions can provide insight about
opportunities that an individual otherwise would not easily access. If a person has a relation to
someone who occupy a strategic position within an organization, he or she might be noticed by
that organization. This in turn might lead to a situation where a company can hire “better”
employees and individuals can come across “better” companies and higher salaries. Burt (2004)
has similar arguments about brokerage as a kind of social capital that provides options through
structural holes. He states that individuals who are members of more than one group are
adapting (or at least know about) more than one kind of values, norms and opinions. Therefore,
Burt (ibid.) suggest brokerage as a form of social capital since brokers have a potential to early
detect and translate information to different groups. The author himself compares brokerage to
the MRI-machine or an over-the-horizon airplane radar which provides a vision of options that
otherwise are unseen across the structural holes34. A second explanation provided by Lin
(1999b) is that social relations might benefit a person through his or her relationship with
someone who occupy an influential position. These individuals can for example be chiefs or
recruiters since they usually have a vast impact in the hiring or wage setting processes and are
able to recommend someone for a vacancy. Third, the size of a network can be an indicator of
individuals´ social capital and reflect the amount of social resources. Accordingly, networks
can function as a kind of social reference. Fourth, social relations confirm an individual´s
identity and being a member of a certain network provides a feeling of belongingness35. An
interesting perspective on belongingness and social identification is further highlighted in social
identity theory which focuses on individuals´ self-categorization in terms of group membership.
This provides a systematic classification of others and a way for an individual to locate him or
herself in the social environment. These perceptions of various groups stimulate the process of
identification36.
Social network and social resources that an individual has access to depend on the “originating
position”, which is influenced by the social status of parents, upbringing conditions, gender,
ethnicity, religion etc.37. The originating positions is crucial for determining where in the
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societal structure a person will end up. It also influences whom he or she will interact with. This
pattern is amplified by a mechanism that Lin (2000) calls homophily which means that people
tend to socialize with those who have similar interests, background and equal amount of
resources. This results in relatively homogenous networks and those who have access to more
assets or more useful connections tend to benefit more from their social contacts. Those who
have “resource-poor” networks, on the other hand, do not accumulate additional resources
which can result in negative outcomes on the labour market and contribute to sustain inequality
in a society.

2.3 Social network
Granovetter (1973) suggests that social ties of a person´s social network can be categorized
according to their strength. The writer defines strong ties as contacts that individuals have close
relationship with and who they frequently meet, which usually are family or close friends. Weak
ties are acquaintances with whom individuals do not meet as often and to whom they do not
have a specific relation. Granovetter (ibid.) argues that weak ties are important for the success
on the labour market because they contribute with the information that can be crucial in the
work context. One example is how to negotiate for higher salary with a specific employer,
which otherwise can be unknown. Weak ties also function as local bridges to other networks
and connect individuals who do not know each other. This might open for new situations,
networks and create new resources that a person otherwise would not have access to. Strong
ties, on the other hand, do not contribute to positive labour market opportunities in the same
way because these contacts are mostly close friends that have the same social circle. In
Granovetter´s (1973) own words: “…those to whom we are weakly tied are more likely to move
in circles different from our own and will thus have access to information different from which
we will receive”38. His research shows that individuals were more likely to find a job through
contacts that they saw more than once a year but less than twice a week. This can work as a
contextual definition of a weak tie. Such connections help people to receive information about
job opportunities that members of their close network do not possess39. Likewise, Lin and
Dumin (1986) are discussing the strength of ties and their contribution to the labour market
outcome. Through strong ties, individuals can come across influential people and negotiate a
higher salary by getting to know them and by ensuring own high productivity, but weak ties are
38
39
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important for the chances of getting a desirable occupation or work for a desirable
organization40.
On the contrary, Bian (1997) shows that strong ties also play an important role for the success
on the labour market. He argues that strong ties contribute to a greater extent to the feeling of
loyalty and willingness to help each other. Additionally, strong ties constitute a feeling of
responsibility for those whom a person has close relationship with and a willingness to exert
his or her influence to create a more beneficial or advantageous situation for his or her close
friends. Bian´s (ibid.) theory is based on studies in China and he shows that when it comes to
hiring, influence and trust play a more important role than information. A connection to the
employer is needed for strong ties to function as bridges to other networks to mediate
confidence and guarantees about a potential employee. Thus, according to Bian (ibid.), the
relevance of strong ties cannot be excluded from the analysis of the success on the labour
market.
Wellman (1983) uses network analysis to explain social structures and the use of social
networks to accumulate resources. In addition to Lin´s (1999, 2001) reasoning, Wellman (ibid.)
focuses on general structural limitations in terms of patterns that binding links in a network are
following. This perspective suggests for example that the links are asymmetrical and that they
do not generate the same outcome in both ends. This means that different contacts have different
value for the labour market success. But it is not entirely unproblematic to swap the existing
contacts for more useful and valuable ones because the structure of a network is both limiting
and transversal. Thus, even if the majority of friends and acquaintances in an individual´s
network cannot contribute to his or her success on the labour market, they are present due to
for example mutual social background or kinship. Therefore, the termination of contact in order
to build up a “better” network is challenging, which in turn leads to the maintenance of the
structural inequality. Fernandez and Fernandez-Mateo (2006) are focusing on social networks
on the labour market. They argue that minorities are often stuck in “wrong” networks which
are defined as networks that do not lead to positive outcomes. Rather, they generate low status
jobs with low salaries. Although specific knowledge and abilities generally are supposed to be
primary during a recruitment process for specialized high status occupations, these are often
assigned according to the amount of social capital and level of social ability.
40
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Summary of theory
In conventional empirical analyses, human capital is often measured in terms of educational
level or years spent in school and individuals invest in higher education because it signals
productivity. The yields in terms of higher salary are evaluated as an acceptable compensation
for lost resources in terms of time, tuition fees and the loss of income during studies41. However,
educational inflation does not necessarily lead to a more productive nation since the skills that
are acquired in college or university are general and academia-oriented. This suggests that they
are valued more by educational institutions than by employers42. Additionally, the issue of overeducation can also be described by matching problems on the labour market because employers
and training providers tend to disagree or misinterpret the kind of knowledge that is needed43.
However, labour market outcomes are affected not only by education but also by assets like
social capital and social networks. Social capital is embedded in social networks and the
resources that are acquired through social capital and social networks are unevenly distributed
between different individuals. The upbringing determines the interaction circles. Social capital
can therefore be measured in terms of social status and educational level of parents. Further,
socializing with likeminded others tend to result in homogenous networks44 and the strength of
ties between individuals and members of their social network is of importance for the labour
market outcomes45. Because networks function as a kind of social reference, some individuals
will benefit from them more than others and termination of contacts is rather difficult. This in
turn leads to the maintenance of inequality46. Lastly, the strength of ties is highlighted in social
network theory by Granovetter´s (1973) well-known findings of the importance of weak ties
for the labour market outcomes. However, a later study by Bian (1997) showed that when it
comes to hiring, strong ties play an important role as well and the credibility of a strong tie
might influence a potential employer to consider a recommended individual for an occupation.
The focus of this study is on higher educated population and human capital theory is
operationalized in terms of educational level of respondents. Measuring the number of years
spent in school might be considered as an option. However, it does not reflect the level of
41
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education since individuals might have only taken courses at a university or college, or had to
stay in upper secondary school for more than three years. Considering variable restriction in
LNU surveys, social network theory is operationalized in terms of number of close friends, their
occupational situation, their origin and the frequency of meeting with friends and
acquaintances47. Social capital theory is operationalized primarily in terms of parents´
educational and ethnical background. Additionally, since individuals´ upbringing affects the
amount of social capital and the structure of social networks, the type of hometowns that
respondents grew up in is included as an operationalization of both theories.

3. Previous research
The theoretical approaches described above have motivated a host of empirical studies which
have examined the question of what determines labour market success, whereby these studies
use different operationalization. By using correspondence analysis Melldahl (2015) have
studied the expansion in Swedish educational system during the 1990s. He found that the
expansion occurred in two waves. The first one happened during the two decades after the
World War Two. The second occurred during the late 1990s and the early 2000s. He compared
the income positions of five cohorts48 to the whole population and to the income distribution in
every cohort. The results show that for older generations, both upper secondary and academic
educated individuals reached high income positions. The latter were more frequently occurring
in high income groups. The younger generations showed same positive effects but on a
considerably lower level than older cohorts. Additionally, when younger cohorts´ incomes were
compared to their peers the results showed no economic yields for the upper secondary
educated. Income positions for higher educated were considerably closer to the positions that
their peers have reached. Worth noticing is also that the labour market is not a perfect
competition market. Swedish unions have a strong impact on wage levels and increases in
wages through collective bargaining49. However, unionization in Sweden and other advanced

47
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economies has been declining during recent decades. This can contribute not only to wage
inequality between the richest and the poorest50 but also to the weakening of unions´ bargain
power.
The main issue in Sveriges Akademikers Centralorganisation´s51 (SACO) life salary report
from 2011 is whereas it is more profitable to get a university or college degree than to join the
labour force after finishing upper secondary education52. As mentioned in the introduction to
this dissertation, educational expansion in Sweden has occurred rapidly and the labour market
is not adapting quickly enough53. Gustavsson (2006) have studied changes in training premia
in Sweden by applying Mincer-equation on the data extracted from LINDA54. The results show
that the yields of high education increased between 1992 and 2001 while the yields for upper
secondary education have remained constant during the same period. The yields of a three-year
university program in relation to a three-year upper secondary program were approximately 20
percent in 1992 and increased to approximately 28,5 percent by 200155. Gustavsson (2006)
states further that the increase in the training premia appears to be inconsistent with the changes
in the relative supply of university or college graduates. He suggests that “Instead, it appears
likely that the 1990s witnessed an accelerated relative demand of highly educated workers”56.
Hanushek, Schwerdt, Wiederhold and Woessmann (2015) have compared training premia
between 22 countries57 by using the data from the Programme for the International Assessment
of Adult Competencies (PIAAC), which provides a possibility to observe individuals across
their entire work life and covers up to 33 countries. The results clearly show that Sweden is at
the bottom of the list (below 15 percent) when it comes to gross returns of education. This is
presented in Figure 1 below58.
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Figure 1: returns to skills around the world

Source: Hanushek et.al., 2015, p. 111

The educational inflation trends are not unique for Swedish labour market and the same trends
have also occurred in Europe and USA59. Duncan and Hoffman (1982) have found that
approximately 40 percent of the employed labour force in the United States were over-educated
during 1982 and it had a negative effect on the training premia. Even though salaries for higher
educated individuals were high compared to lower educated individuals, the yields of higher
education were different and depending on matching. For individuals who were not correctly
matched, the yields were half as big as for those with same educational level but who were
correctly matched. Later studies have shown that over-education in the United States, together
with unemployment, are of increasing national concern60. Botelho and Pinto (2004) performed
a study of the expectations of economic returns to higher education of 273 freshman and senior
students at the College of Business and Economics at the university of Minho, Portugal. The
results show that the perceived returns differ by years spent in college. First-year students
perceived a higher return than senior-year students. “The results further suggest that senior
students who are on the verge of entering the labour market have gained more realistic
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information about market returns and regardless of gender, senior-year students had a relatively
accurate perception of the average return to higher education”61.
Björklund, Fredriksson, Gustafsson and Öckert (2010) found that the training premia is
influenced by the educational level, occupation and income of the parents. This implies that
parents´ educational background and social class affects individuals´ success on the labour
market in terms of salary62. Hällsten and Szulkin (2009) argue that immigrant families have
less resources than native ones and it can therefore be expected that children of foreigners will
experience disadvantages in their future career. The writers state that “…it is reasonable to
assume that immigrant parents have less knowledge about the educational system and about
which educational tracks hold the greatest potential for future success”63. This implies that
immigrant families occupy a low position in a stratified social system and that it might limit the
educational or labour market possibilities of their children. Additionally, Erikson and Jonsson
(1998) and Ljunglöf (2011) have shown income differences between individuals with same
educational level and same type of education but different class position of the family of the
origin. This implies that a person´s upbringing can be viewed as an asset that might influence
a future career more than formal education. The lack of connection and integration might in
turn lead to lower incomes, or in extreme cases even social marginalization64.
Lundqvist (2010) have studied three youngsters with foreign backgrounds and their stories
about career choices, possibility horizons, and how they are experiencing these in their
respective social context. The author focuses mainly on the role that ethnicity, education and
work plays for youngsters´ career possibilities. She also argues that gender, socioeconomic
position and ethnical background are crucial for the development of various possibility
structures. Young individuals enter Swedish educational system with presumptions that depend
on educational career and labour market position of their parents. Youngsters with foreign
background have lower initial possibilities than native Swedes. The uncertainty about potential
yields of education is further amplified when individuals with foreign background are trying to
join the labour force. Lundqvist (ibid.) argues that discrimination entails more struggle during
the process of succeeding on the labour market. Also, Bohlin (2003) points out that the
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connection between educational aspirations and socioeconomic position of parents, together
with the discrepancy between what young individuals want to do in the future and what they
end up doing, varies with gender, socioeconomic position and ethnical background.
Additionally, Coleman (1988) used the concept of social capital to analyse high school dropouts
in the US and how they were related to the family´s socioeconomic status, race, number of
siblings etc. He controlled for human capital and financial capital with data collected from High
school and Beyond data set65. His results showed that social capital both within family and in
the community that surrounds the school has considerable value for reducing the probability of
high school dropouts. Coleman (ibid.) identified three forms of social capital: expectations and
obligations that depend on environment´s trustworthiness, social structure´s capability to
transfer information and norms that are accompanied by sanctions. Further, Coleman (ibid.)
states that social capital differs from other forms of capital because it contains an aspect of
public good. He states that “...the actor or actors who generate social capital ordinarily capture
only a small part of its benefits, a fact that leads to underinvestment in social capital”66.
It is however not only educational level and social background that explain labour market
outcomes. Granovetter (1995) found that the number of personal contacts within different
branches or professions is crucial for an individual´s mobility and success on the labour market.
A broader social network facilitates the reception of information about available vacancies. An
interesting observation can be made regarding the search channels which also is in line with
Granovetter´s (1995) results. A report compiled by Institutet för Arbetsmarknadspolitisk
Utvärdering67 (IFAU) shows that the most common recruitment channels for Swedish firms are
the informal ones and they were used by 66 percent of the companies68. This alternative was
considered most time- and cost effective. The companies were also positive to find applicants
with matching qualifications through recommendations. These studies imply that social
network and perhaps above all, work contacts, can in some cases be decisive on the Swedish
labour market. An important implication is made by Behtoui (2016) who studied 438 young
individuals that have graduated from universities and vocational schools in Sweden during
2005/2006. He found that there is no clear distinction between formal and informal recruitment
channels. Advertisements were in some cases interpreted as formal channels by respondents,
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while in other cases the respondents were previously familiar with the work place and therefore
had advantages over other applicants when formally applying for the job. On the contrary,
during a formal job interview a name in common could help the applicant by denoting the
feeling of “we-ness”69.
However, it is not only the number of contacts that can be crucial for the success on the labour
market. Kingdon and Knight (2000) have studied unemployment in South Africa. Their results
show that the labour market situation of respondents´ contacts correlated with their own
possibilities to get a job. This is because the access to information about the available vacancies
is reduced if individuals´ contacts are unemployed which in turn inhibits individuals´ active
search for work. Having homogenous networks that have weak connections to the labour
market has a negative effect on individuals´ own success and the network´s tendency to be
homogenous can explain the inequality in employment70. Reingold (1999) has interviewed
2490 adult inner-city residents in Chicago USA in his analysis of the link between the ability
to find a job and social networks by using data from National Opinion Research Center. The
results showed that besides ethnicity, the number of employed friends was also an important
dimension of respondents´ social networks that could explain the success on the labour market
in terms of finding a job through the network contacts.
In addition to the importance of social capital and social networks, Fielding (1992) is discussing
the concept of “escalator regions”. He suggests that depending on what region individuals live
in, those with same educational qualifications will have different work- and class careers. The
escalator metaphor implies that regions with expansive companies and economic growth attract
individuals, especially young ones who have career potential. In a study of Swedish regions
performed by Andersson (1996) the results show that Stockholm region provides positive
escalator effects for higher educated individuals but not for lower educated. Further, no general
escalator effects were found for lower educated people. Interestingly, the results show that this
group tend to be better off outside the big city regions. Expansive regions tend to attract
unemployed or homeless people because the expectations are that labour and housing markets
are better. However, the social life course of these groups tends to be rather downwards after
the move since both housing and general prices are higher. Without contacts and social network
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individuals experience difficulties in finding work or residence. The escalator effect does not
influence all individuals in a region. On the contrary, the expansion might lead to an increased
polarisation71. These effects imply that environment influences the success on the labour market
but that the same factors might influence different people in different ways72.
The neoclassical economic perspective highlights the ability of every individual to choose
rationally and explains gender differences on the labour market with differences in investment
in human capital73. According to this, a household´s utility is maximized when one party
focuses on paid work (i.e. labour) and the other party focuses on unpaid work (i.e. household
work). Since women still have main responsibility for children, this entails that they tend to
invest less in their human capital and choose to specialize in household work. In some cases,
they might choose occupations that are possible to combine with family in terms of flexible
working hours and low work specific human capital74. On the contrary, Lin´s (2000) description
of the concept of homophily can explain occupational gender segregation because it occurs
through the processes on the organizational level, such as homosocial reproduction75. This
concept also highlights an individual´s tendency to favour those who possess similar
characteristics. Halldén (2014) states that it can be assumed that if the majority of a company´s
management are men, then a man will be preferred for hiring or promotion. This is also
associated with gender differences in social networks and available resources within a company
that an individual has access to. Additionally, Melldahl (2015) has found noticeable income
differences between men and women. The results of his study showed that regardless of
generation and educational level, women reached considerably lower income positions than
men in the same age. Higher education uplifted the majority of women to income positions
above the average, but only if the comparison was made to the whole population76.
Summary of previous research
Research shows that since the 1990s, the educational inflation has led to the impairment of
higher education to uplift individuals to higher income positions77. Further, fluctuations in
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training premia are inconsistent with the supply of higher educated labour force78. Correct
matching on the labour market is crucial for receiving a fair training premia79 and Sweden holds
the lowest ranking position amongst OECD countries80. However, the training premia and the
success in work context do not depend exclusively on educational level but are also influenced
by social capital in terms of parents´ social and educational status. These factors have shown to
affect an individual´s chances of getting a qualified job and having high salary81. Social capital
is embedded in social networks and research also points to the fact that the number of friends
and their occupational status have an impact on individual´s chances of succeeding on the
labour market through information that is channelled via network contacts82. Additionally,
gender83 and regional differences84 have been shown to influence career patterns and wage
development of individuals. However, the escalator effects in big city regions affect different
individuals in different ways.
The presented studies have covered the essential causes of inequality on the labour market in
terms of possibilities to acquire a desirable position and wage level together with how the
success on the labour market in terms of returns to higher education has developed over time.
Most of these studies are based on cross-sectional quantitative data extracted from already
existing national and international databases85. Additionally, this can be shown with
longitudinal data and for example Gustavsson (2006) and Hanushek et.al. (2015) have used it
to answer their research questions. Lundqvist (2010) applied a qualitative method on her
research which limits the results to the three individuals that were interviewed. A study that is
mostly related to this dissertation is performed by Melldahl (2015) who used Swedish crosssectional data to compare the value of education between different cohorts. However, the results
of his study have not covered the development of the returns to higher education in Sweden
from 2001 and onward. Thus, it is interesting to analyse the trend in the increase of the yields
of higher education in terms of salary between 2000 and 2010, and whether there has been a
change in the influence of social capital and social network on the success on the labour market.
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3.1 Hypotheses
Given the increase in the training premia between 1992 and 200186 it is assumed that labour
market success in terms of higher salary has additionally increased for highly educated
individuals between 2000 and 2010. Furthermore, this period is chosen because the 1990sfinancial crisis in Sweden has led to increasing unemployment. This in turn might have affected
the increase in higher educated labour force and the labour market success in terms of monthly
salary. Due to educational inflation, the effects that factors such as social capital and social
background have on the wage level are assumed to have increased. Additionally, by using the
concept of homophily it can be argued that the number of friends and their social and
occupational status affect individuals´ chances of succeeding to a greater extent during an
educational inflation. Lastly, the type of region, age, union membership and gender are
important factors to control for because they have shown to influence labour market success.
Based on this the following hypotheses were formulated:
1. Higher education affected labour market success in terms of monthly salary more
during 2000 compared to 2010.
2. Social background affects labour market success in terms of monthly salary to a greater
extent in 2010 than in 2000.
3. Social network affects labour market success in terms of monthly salary to a greater
extent in 2010 than in 2000.
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4. Method
4.1 Data
The data set used in this study is collected from Levnadsnivåundersökningen87 (LNU) 2000 and
2010. The first LNU survey was conducted in 1974 and has since then generated reliable data
about the living standards of the Swedish population every tenth year: 1981, 1991, 2000 and
2010. The current surveys were gathered and performed by Institute for Social Science at
Stockholm University (SOFI). They are based on interviews performed by the interview team
of Statistiska Centralbyrån88 (SCB). All LNU data sets contain a nationally representative
sample of the Swedish population between ages 18-75. The exceptions are 1981 survey where
the youngest individuals were 15 and the oldest were 76, and in 1991 where individuals were
between 17 – 76 years old. The participating respondents were visited at home and received
questions about their current living standard regarding for example health, housing situation,
personal finances, family situation, leisure and work situation. Substantially, respondents
answered the same questions during all four surveys but LNU 1991 contained a methoddevelopment that included elements of questions of a more retrospective nature89. The data
extracted from LNU surveys is panel data: 87% of the respondents in LNU 1991 (3 987
individuals) were also successfully interviewed in 1981´s survey. Almost 3 000 individuals who
participated in LNU 2000 have been interviewed during all previous surveys. The sample
attrition has been approximately 15% and additional respondents were added during each
survey occasion to guarantee representability of the Swedish population. Therefore, both 2000
and 2010´s surveys will be treated as representative cross-section data. By comparing the two
years it is possible to detect differences in the effects that included predictor variables have on
the outcome variable for three age groups and comment on monthly earnings for these in 2000
compared to 2010. However, because age groups contain different individuals in 2010 than in
2000, the development in wage levels for same groups of university or college graduates cannot
be made90. The panel in LNU 2010 consist of individuals that are born between 1935–1981 and
have previously participated in one or more surveys. 2 566 of respondents in 2010´s survey
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have participated in LNU 2000. An additional selection in LNU 2010 was of 1 849 new
respondents born between 1982-199991 and they constitute roughly one fourth of the total
sample in 2010´s survey.

4.2 Sample
During all four LNU surveys approximately 6 500–7 200 respondents were selected. Each
thousandth person from the adult population has been randomly chosen which generated a
nationally representative sample. The original sample in LNU 2010 is amounted to 8 889
respondents, whereas successful interviews were accomplished with 4 415. The total response
rate is therefore amounted to 60,9% of the total sample. It is worth mentioning that an additional
survey was sent by mail to respondents who were not able to participate in interviews and the
total response rate is estimated to 72% if that survey is included. However, the additional mail
survey is not combined with the data set that is used in this study. Further, the total loss in LNU
2010 is 28%92. The original sample in LNU 2000 was 6 712 individuals and successful
interviews were performed with 5 142 respondents. The total loss in 2000´s survey is amounted
to 23,4% (1 570 individuals) and the total response rate is 76,6%93.
Figure 2: the percentage distribution in educational levels in 2000.

Source: LNU 2000
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Figure 3: the percentage distribution in educational levels in 2010.

Source: LNU 2010

Figures 2 and 3 represent the educational level of LNU respondents in 2000 and 2010. In 2000,
580 individuals (11,4%) were university graduates and 34 individuals (0,7%) had a PhD,
compared to 748 individuals (17,0%) who received a three-year university or college education
and 56 individuals (1,3%) who received a PhD in 2010. Further, Figures 2 and 3 show that the
majority of the respondents (35,0% in 2000 and 39,6% in 2010) have completed vocational
education only and thus, the data set does not mirror the previously presented drastic increase
in the educational level of the Swedish population. However, the data still shows the described
trend as the number of university and college graduates increases in every survey occasion.
Considering the size of the sample in relation to the whole population in Sweden94 the increase
is interpreted as a reflection of the educational inflation.
4.2.1 Dependent variable
Labour market success can be measured in different ways and existing studies used variables
such as employment95 or income level96. Both variables are available in the LNU sample but
using employment status as the dependent variable is considered to not be fruitful for the
purpose of this study. This is because an individual might have a job after the graduation from
university or college but the risk that it is not a qualified job cannot be examined here. Thus,
fixed monthly salary before taxes, measured in Swedish crowns (SEK), is opted for and it refers
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to what employed and self-employed people earned during the week prior to the survey
occasion.
In LNU 2000 and 2010, respondents answered the question about their monthly salary with
exact numbers and this variable is therefore metric. However, a histogram showed an uneven
distribution of the residuals around the mean value. To approximate normal distribution of the
dependent variable, a logarithm of monthly salary was used in both surveys. In LNU 2010, 403
individuals (of 2 688) answered that they earn 0 SEK per month. Since the focus of this study
is on respondents with monthly income they were coded as “missing”. Additionally, individuals
who did not answer the question or answered that they did not know how much they earn per
month were also coded as “missing”. In LNU 2000, 481 of 3 124 individuals stated that they
earned 0 SEK per month. They were coded as “missing” together with respondents who did not
answer the question (72 individuals) and three respondents with extreme value (150 000
SEK/month; 300 000 SEK/month; 311 300 SEK/month)97, which were considered as outliers.
The question about monthly salary was not applicable to 1 727 of 4 415 individuals (39,12%)
in LNU 2010 and to 2 018 of 5 142 individuals (39,25%) in LNU 200098 because these
respondents were not employed during the survey occasions99. However, according to Bryman
and Nilsson (2011) the acceptable response frequency should be between 60-70%100 if the
results are to be reliably generalized to the whole population. Further, it is also roughly the
percentage of employed population in Sweden. Therefore, this does not affect the results of this
study. Considering the logaritmized monthly salary, the results will be interpreted as a
percentage change in the dependent variable given an absolute change in the independent
variables, where a unit increase in any independent variable generates a coefficient times 100
percent increase in the dependent variable101.
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4.2.2 Main independent variable
One of the underlying assumptions in this study is that social network and social background
are valued more than university or college diplomas among employers. In order to analyze the
effect that educational level has on the fixed monthly salary I use variables that measure
individuals´ highest education102. Since the focus of this analysis is on educated population,
respondents who stated that they did not graduate any school form (36 individuals in LNU 2000
and 7 in LNU 2010) have been coded as “missing”103. The category for “grade school” has been
added together with “elementary school” because these school forms can be equivalent in
content, although grade school has not existed in Sweden since 1962104. To implement a
comparison between educational levels, this variable has been recoded into a six-categorical
dummy with “upper secondary school” as reference category105.
Social background
As shown in previous studies106, individuals´ social background affects their career possibilities
and accordingly how they will succeed on the labour market. To measure social background,
variables for mother´s and father´s highest educational level have been added to the model107.
Simultaneously with the main independent variable, respondents who stated that their parents
did not graduate any school form have been coded as “missing”108. Additionally, the category
for grade school has been equated to elementary school for these variables as well because this
school form was still established when respondents´ parents attended educational programs. To
even the distribution and to fit the main independent variable, the remaining categories have
been added together. This variable has been further recoded into a three-categorical dummy
with “low education” as reference category.
Parents´ origin is assumed to affect individuals´ chances of succeeding on the labour market in
terms of having high monthly salary. The question in LNU 2000 and 2010 was formulated as
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following: “Were both of your parents Swedish citizens at the time of your birth?”. This variable
was chosen as an additional measure of social background because previous research has shown
that children of foreign parents tend to have lower chances of succeeding on both educational
and labour markets109. Since 74,8% of respondents in LNU 2010 and 80,7% in LNU 2000 stated
that both of their parents were Swedish citizens, categories with one Swedish parent and both
foreign parents have been added together. The variable has been recoded into a two-categorical
dummy with “foreign parents” as reference category.
Another measure of social background is the type of hometowns that individuals grew up in110.
Originally, this variable contains 6 categories. Respondents who answered that they grew up in
a community with more than 500 inhabitants (19,8% in 2000 and 20,5% in 2010) and small
town with less than 10 000 inhabitants (8,0% in 2000 and 9,1% in 2010) were added together
into a category “small town”. This categorization was chosen to capture the difference between
remaining categories “countryside”, “middle-sized town”, “large cities” and “abroad”. The
variable has further been recoded into a five-categorical dummy with “countryside” as a
reference category.
Social network
Previous research has shown that individuals with more friends in their social network have
greater chances to succeed on the labour market111. To measure respondents´ social network
the question in LNU 2000 and 2010 was specified to also include neighbors, co-workers and
relatives. Respondents answered with an actual number of friends and the answers extend
between 0 and 99. The original variable is therefore metric. However, the relationship between
monthly salary and the number of close friends is suspected to be non-linear. A residual plot
was produced to test for non-linearity. The results confirmed the suspicion and this variable has
therefore been recoded into a three-categorical dummy with few friends (0-10) as a reference
category. The remaining categories are 11-25 and 26-99 close friends. Respondents who
answered that they have more than 99 close friends112 were coded as “missing” because the
meaning of the term “close friend” is suspected to be misinterpreted. This will be discussed
later in this section.
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Based on previously mentioned studies113 it is interesting to examine whereas the trends in the
labour market success of friends affects individuals´ chances to succeed. The number of
unemployed friends has therefore been chosen as a measure of the structure of social networks.
Originally, this variable was categorized during the construction of LNU 2000 and 2010. To fit
the model in this study the number of unemployed friends has been re-categorized into three
categories with few unemployed friends (0-3), many unemployed friends (4-8) and a lot of
unemployed friends (9-99) in 2000´s survey. The distribution was different in LNU 2010 and
the categories were adjusted as following: few unemployed friends (0-4), many unemployed
friends (5-14) and a lot of unemployed friends (15-99). This variable has further been recoded
into a dummy with few unemployed friends as a reference category. Individuals who stated that
they have more than 99 unemployed close friends were coded as “missing”.
An additional measure of the structure of social networks that has been chosen for this analysis
is how many of individuals´ friends are born abroad. According to theory114 and previous
research115, individuals whose network consists of ethnic minorities, people with low status
jobs or unemployed have lower presumptions to succeed on the labour market. Simultaneously
with the variable for number of close friends, respondents answered with the exact number and
this variable has therefore been operationalized in the same way. The distribution in both
surveys was similar and categories for number of close friend born abroad are few (0-3), many
(4-9) and a lot (10-99), with few close friends that are born abroad as a reference category.
How frequently individuals meet with their friends might have an impact on the success on the
labour market116. The original categories in the variable that measures the frequency of visiting
friends and acquaintances are “no”, “sometimes” and “often”. Operationalization of this
variable might be problematic because visiting someone is often interpreted as going to the
place where he or she lives, which might not occur frequently. Rather, meeting with friends and
acquaintances outside, for example at a café or a restaurant, occurs more often for some
individuals. Thus, this variable does not perfectly measure the actual frequency of socializing
with network members. However, considering variable restriction in LNU 2000 and 2010, it
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was regarded as the best option117. Further, the frequency of visiting friends and acquaintances
has been recoded into a two-categorical dummy with the group of individuals who never visit
members of their network as a reference group. Categories for visiting friends sometimes and
often were added together because the meaning of “sometimes” and “often” was not specified
in LNU surveys (i.e. how often is sometimes and how often is often), which is essential for
interpreting the results. Thus, it was considered more fruitful to measure the frequency of
visiting friends in either yes or no in order to explain the results correctly. The relationship
between monthly salary and frequency of meeting with network members is suspected to be
curve-linear. This is because it can be assumed that individuals who do not socialize with their
friends might work more and therefore earn more money but those who see their friends often
might spend less time at work and therefore earn less. Further, there might also be a possibility
of overembeddedness since having too many friends might keep individuals from working. One
example is leaving work early to attend an after-work or in some cases even calling in sick to
attend some activity.
Gender
In this analysis it is interesting to examine whether a person´s gender affects the outcomes on
the labour market. According to previous research118, men and women have different chances
to succeed due to wage discrimination. It is therefore essential to include gender variable when
analyzing social phenomena such as the success on the labour market. This variable has been
recoded into a dummy that has value 0 if the respondents are men and value 1 if the respondents
are women.
Union membership
Collective agreements determine the wage level119 in most branches in Sweden. Therefore, it is
reasonable to control for whether the success on the labour market can to some extent be
explained by union membership, as union members might be more aware of the correct wage
and might have better means to enforce it. Respondents in LNU 2000 and 2010 have answered
the question about union membership with either yes or no and this variable has been recoded
into a dummy with non-members as reference category.
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Another possible available variable was the frequency of meeting with close friends, but the frequency of visiting friends
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Age
When analyzing factors that affect salary, age is the most common variable to control for as
seniority pay is a commonly used rule120. In LNU 2000 and 2010 respondents answered with
their year of birth. The oldest individuals in 2000´s survey were born in 1925 and the youngest
were born in 1981. In LNU 2010, oldest respondents were born in 1935 and youngest in 1991.
The categorization of this variable is following: youngest (19-39), middle group (40-59) and
oldest (60-75), with middle-group as a reference category.

4.3 Course of approach
The analysis used in this study has a deductive approach and hypotheses are developed based
on theory and previous research to answer the main questions. The success on the labour market
is measured in terms of fixed monthly salary, which is a metric variable in LNU 2000 and 2010.
The dependent variable is not normally distributed in both surveys and it was logaritmized to
adjust the distribution. Since the variable is not binary, a linear regression analysis is suitable
for this study121. By constructing a multiple regression model, it is possible to comment on how
different social aspects affect the success on the labour market. When using quantitative
analysis there is always a risk that the developed model is incorrectly specified because one or
more variables might be irrelevant or on the contrary, important variables might not be
included122. Due to the time and resource limitations it is not possible to conduct a survey that
includes all conceivable variables that might affect the success on the labour market over time,
for example previous work experience, whereas the job that respondents have is qualified and
in line with their educational program, personal skills etc. One of the omitted variables that is
of importance for monthly salary is skills or ability but due to variable restriction in LNU
surveys it cannot be measured and controlled for, which in turn might generate a variable bias.
This might weaken the constructed model´s validity because important explanatory causes of
success are not accounted for. Although instrumental variables might be a remedy for omitted
variable bias it was problematic to find a proper instrument for this study. However, the
included variables are based on the essential theory and previous research. They can therefore
be considered relevant and providing explanatory value.
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4.4 Regression assumptions
A linear regression analysis is appropriate to use if the dependent variable is metric, which is
the case for this study. The general idea of linear regression analysis is that it is possible to
estimate the average change in the dependent variable (Y) for a one unit change in the
independent variable (X). Ordinary least square (OLS) is used to estimate the coefficients in
current models and to minimize the sum of all squared deviations between the observed Yvalues and the regression line that describes the relationship between variables123. Given crosssectional data the linear regression cannot support causal claims in the strict sense but can only
reveal conditional correlations.
Heteroscedasticity
One of the common problems is heteroscedasticity. It means that the error terms have a nonconstant variance around the regression line124 and it creates inconsistency and bias in the
estimates of the standard error associated with the parameter estimates in the model125. In other
words, when the value of X increases, the unexplained variation of Y will decrease or/and
increase. This can be fixed with robust error terms. To test for heteroscedasticity, a scatter plot
for standardized residuals and standardized predicted value for the regression models was
produced, which showed no significant indication of such pattern.
Linearity
Second, the main relationship between monthly salary and educational level is assumed to be
linear because the returns to higher education are higher than to lower educational levels and
they have been increasing since the 1990s126. However, a non-linear relationship is suspected
between the wage level and the number of close friends in individuals´ networks, because there
might be a risk for overembeddedness (i.e. more friends might lead to individuals spending
more time with them than at work). This was confirmed with a scatter plot. Non-linearity can
be adjusted by either quadrating or creating a dummy of the original variable and the second
alternative was chosen for all the network variables. Further, the relationship might be curvelinear because individuals who have none or few close friends might spend more time at work
and therefore accumulate more work specific human capital, which generates more income.
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One example is pilots who work closely with limited number of individuals and are often away
from their hometown for a longer period.
Multicollinearity
Multicollinearity is another concern and occurs if the correlation between two or more
independent variables is strong. It can be detected by scanning the correlation matrix of the
predictors and looking at variance inflation factor (VIF) and the tolerance statistics, which is
the reciprocal of VIF (1/VIF)127. A general guideline is that VIF should not be greater than 10
and the regression model might be biased if the average VIF is substantially greater than 1.
Additionally, tolerance below 0,2 is a cause for concern and tolerance below 0,1 indicates a
problem128. In the 2000´s survey, multicollinearity was detected between the variables
“frequency of meeting with close friends” and “visiting friends and acquaintances”. Original
categories for these variables were “never”, “sometimes” and “often”, whereas the VIF-value
for the “sometimes”-category was 40,644 and for the “often”-category 40,734. Tolerance was
0,025 for both categories. Same pattern was also found for LNU 2010, where category
“sometimes” showed a VIF-value of 15,934 and tolerance of 0,063. Category “often” showed
a VIF-value of 16,016 and tolerance of 0,062. This indicates that variables for meeting and
visiting friends and acquaintances were strongly correlated. The “meeting”-variable was
removed from the model because the “visiting”-variable was considered more appropriate for
the analysis. After running an additional correlation matrix, no more patterns of
multicollinearity were detected.
Outliers
Outliers make the mean higher and affect the sum of squared errors, which leads to bias in
standard errors and confidence intervals129. This can be detected by producing a boxplot and
SPSS identified three outliers in the dependent variable in LNU 2000: individuals who
answered that they earn 150 000, 300 000 and 311 300 SEK per month. They were removed
from the analysis
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Independent errors
Lastly, a Durbin-Watson test was conducted for all regression models to test for serial
correlations between errors, or as Field (2013, p.874) puts it: “...it tests whether adjacent
residuals are correlated, which is useful in assessing the assumption of independent errors.” As
a rule of thumb, Field (ibid.) suggests that the value of Durbin-Watson test should be more than
1 and less than 3 for there to be a serial correlation. The results of the test showed a value of
1,958 for LNU 2000 and value of 1,965 for LNU 2010.
By using the coefficient of determination (R2) it is possible to analyze how well the regression
line summarizes the data set because R2 is a measure of the amount of total variability in the
dependent variable which can be explained by all independent variables in the model. In this
study, it will be interpreted in percentages. Overall, high value of the squared correlation
coefficient generates a higher explanatory value of the model, but something to account for
when interpreting R2 value is that it can increase even if the model is incorrectly specified130.
A 95% confidence interval is used in this analysis to ensure statistical inference and that the
relationship between the success on the labour market and educational level, social background
and social network is not random or a zero relationship. This implies that the produced models
generate a 95% probability that there is a statistically significant relationship in the population
and accordingly, that a true zero hypothesis is not being improperly rejected. P-value (p) is used
here as a measure of the significance level. In order to ensure that the probability of a random
relationship is less than 5%, the value of sig. p should be less than 0,05, which will be presented
in the tables. Furthermore, the standard deviation of coefficients is also examined since it shows
the distribution around the mean value and hence explains the confidence interval of the
sample131.
The dependent variable monthly salary is regressed on the main independent variable
educational level. Additional variables that are described above are then step-wise included in
a multiple regression analysis to analyze how these factors might affect the main relationship.
By using the values of b-coefficient it is possible to evaluate the average change in the
dependent variable for a unit change in any of the independent variables while holding them
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constant. One example of the interpretation of b-coefficient is the marginal increase in monthly
salary of two individuals who both have a university or college degree but one of them has one
or two foreign parents and the other´s parents are both Swedish132.
Loss
The internal loss in this analysis is relatively low for all included variables. This is presented in
Table 3 in the Appendix. One exception is for salary variable where 9,35% in LNU 2000 and
9,13% in LNU 2010 were coded as missing because they did not have monthly income. For
gender, both internal and external loss is 0% in both surveys. The external loss, however, is
much higher. For example, 26,25% of the respondents did not answer the question about the
origin of their parents in LNU 2010. Although it is conspicuous in relation to the internal loss,
this is not the main independent variable and thus also not expected to affect the results.
Additionally, the question about fixed monthly salary in LNU 2000 was not applicable on
39,25% of the total number of respondents and on 39,11% in LNU 2010. However, the focus
of this study is on the wage-earning population and the results of this study are not jeopardized
even if the missing-coded individuals who answered that they earn 0 SEK are excluded from
the analysis. The acceptable response frequency should be between 60-70%133 and therefore,
the validity of the results is within these limits.
Validity
One of the benefits of using existing data from LNU is that the results can be generalized to the
whole population which plays an important role for the worth of the research. Furthermore, it
contains questions that are developed and processed by experts within statistics which
facilitates the treatment and interpretation of the data set. However, it is worth noticing that the
use of diffuse questions such as “How many close friends would you say that you have?” might
have consequences for the validity of the study because the respondents might interpret the
concept of “close friend” very differently134. Defining and analyzing social network can be
problematic. In this study, 13 individuals answered that they have more than 99 close friends
and 206 individuals said that they have 20 close friends in LNU 2010. In 2000´s survey, 17
respondents answered that they have more than 99 close friends and 422 individuals stated that
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they have 20 close friends. This indicates that the question contains several mutual dimensions
and can therefore be interpreted differently by each and every respondent. This can entail
difficulties in using this variable as a measure of complex phenomena such as social network.
This is also applicable on the rest of the network variables. However, the number of contacts
has been used as a measure of social networks in previous studies135 and both weak and strong
ties have been shown to influence the success on the labour market136. The interpretation of the
concepts of “close friends” and “acquaintances” is suspected to be personal for every
respondent and it might thus be difficult to specify the meaning of these. However, the variable
cannot be excluded from the analysis even though the operationalization of it is somewhat
diffuse.
Additionally, questions about salary can be sensitive because individuals might feel ashamed
of earning either too little or too much and therefore, the risk of respondents not over- or
underestimating their monthly salary cannot be excluded. The risk of over- or underestimation
is also applicable to the frequency of visiting friends and acquaintances. Respondents might
also count their co-workers as friends and therefore answer that they meet with them often.
However, this is problematic for the hypotheses only if the years differ with regard to that
problem. Accordingly, the dilemma is whereas this study is really measuring what is referred
to measure.
Reliability
Reliability is of great importance in quantitative studies. LNU 2000 and 2010 are based on a
nationally representative sample of the Swedish population and therefore, the data set is
sufficient for analyzing and generalizing the relationships in the models in this study. Access
to data of these proportions also entails more precise estimations of the coefficients and smaller
standard deviations in the regression models137. The replicability of the study has also been
accounted for and the course of approach has been extensively described to minimize the
obstruction in replicating this analysis if the results do not seem reasonable or credible.
Throughout the process of variable coding various alternatives have been discussed and
problematized. The categorizing of the education and network variables has been done by the
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frequency tables to capture the variance and create an even distribution. Using quantitative
measures of social networks and social background does not channel a fair view of how
individuals interpret themselves or their social relations, which is also supported by their
responses. However, due to variable restriction in LNU 2000 and 2010 the included variables
were considered appropriate for this study and the results will therefore be interpreted and
discussed with that in mind.
Causality
Previous research that is discussed in this study points to the fact that education, social network
and social background affect the success on the labour market. However, it is not simple to
identify the causal direction. It is possible that individuals who are already successful on the
labour market may network more and accumulate a broader social network. They might also
choose to (or are forced by their employer) to get a university or a college degree. Neither can
the fact that education helps individuals to succeed be one hundred percent certain because they
might choose to attend university or college program when their income is already high and
they feel that they can afford it. However, both theory and previous research point to the fact
that education, social background and social networks affect individuals´ chances of
succeeding. Therefore, the starting point in this study is that the success on the labour market
in terms of high salary is affected by these factors but the possibility of reversed causality has
been taken into consideration.
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5. Results
5.1 Bivariate regression
Table 1: correlation analysis between dependent variable logaritmized monthly salary and educational
level.
Log monthly
Education 2000
Log monthly
Education 2010
salary 2000
salary 2010
Pearson´s R
1
0,384**
1
0,367**
Sig. (2-tailed)
0,000
0,000
N
2568
2563
2228
2228
Pearson´s R
0,384**
1
0,367**
1
Sig. (2-tailed)
0,000
0,000
N
2563
5105
2228
4411
**. Correlation is significant at the 0,01 level (2-tailed). Source: LNU 2000 and 2010

Table 1 shows the relationship between monthly salary that is treated as ordinal variable here
and educational level in LNU 2000 and 2010. Pearson´s correlation coefficient is used to
measure the strength of the relationship. Positive correlation appears in both years which means
that high or low values in the salary variable are connected to high or low values in the education
variable. Correlation value can vary between -1 and +1 and strongest correlations are found
closest to these values, which is the case for the results presented in Table 1138.
Figure 4: the relationship between the mean of non-logaritmized fixed monthly salary before taxes and
the educational level in 2000.

Source: LNU 2000
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Figure 5: the relationship between the mean of non-logaritmized fixed monthly salary before taxes
and the educational level in 2010.

Source: LNU 2010

Figures 4 and 5 show the positive linear relationship between the mean of non-logaritmized
monthly salary and educational level for 2000 and 2010. In both years, university and college
graduates had a monthly income that was above the mean value of 18 892 SEK in 2000 and
27 896 SEK in 2010. PhD graduates earned noticeably more per month than the rest of the
educational groups and their monthly income was roughly twice as big as the mean income.
In 2000, upper-secondary educated earned the mean monthly income. In 2010, the mean
monthly income has shifted up to the post-secondary educated individuals. The blue line in
each figure represents the mean monthly salary.

5.2 Multivariate regression139
Table 2: results of the multiple linear regression model with dependent variable log fixed monthly
salary. The table shows the b-coefficients, standard errors within parentheses, R2-values and response
frequencies N. The table includes (but does not show) variables for father´s educational level, number
of close friends who are born abroad and frequency of visiting friends and acquaintances.
Constant
2000
2010

139

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

9,794***
(0,022)
10,113***
(0,032)

9,713***
(0,033)
10,009***
(0,039)

9,690***
(0,035)
10,040***
(0,042)

9,935***
(0,046)
10,192***
(0,048)

A complete regression table is presented in the Appendix
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Educational level (ref. upper secondary school)
Low education
2000
2010
Vocational education
2000
2010
Post-secondary education
2000
2010
University/college
2000
2010
PhD
2000
2010
Mother´s educational level
Upper secondary school
2000
2010
University/college
2000
2010
Parent´s upbringing (ref. 1 or both immigrants)
Both parents Swedish
2000
2010
Number of close friends (ref. few)
Many close friends
2000
2010
A lot of close friends
2000
2010
Number of unemployed friends (ref. few)
Many unemployed friends
2000

-0,164***
(0,041)
-0,171*
(0,074)

-0,163***
(0,041)
-0,157*
(0,073)

-0,163***
(0,041)
-0,152*
(0,073)

-0,165***
(0,038)
-0,111
(0,069)

-0,138***
(0,027)
-0,082*
(0,036)

-0,137***
(0,027)
-0,079*
(0,036)

-0,136***
(0,027)
-0,081*
(0,036)

-0,108***
(0,025)
-0,094**
(0,033)

0,077**
(0,028)
0,094*
(0,038)

0,074**
(0,028)
0,087*
(0,037)

0,073**
(0,028)
0,079*
(0,037)

-0,106***
(0,026)
0,062*
(0,035)

0,269***
(0,031)
0,295***
(0,038)

0,271***
(0,031)
0,299***
(0,038)

0,271***
(0,031)
0,285***
(0,038)

0,281***
(0,028)
0,284***
(0,035)

0,595***
(0,074)
0,719***
(0,076)

0,585***
(0,074)
0,729***
(0,076)

0,580***
(0,074)
0,713***
(0,075)

0,532***
(0,067)
0,647***
(0,070)

0,004
(0,029)
-0,013
(0,030)

0,008
(0,029)
-0,002
(0,030)

0,011
(0,026)
0,002
(0,028)

0,011
(0,029)
0,082*
(0,034)

0,010
(0,029)
0,084*
(0,034)

0,008
(0,026)
0,073*
(0,031)

0,087***
(0,027)
0,121***
(0,121)

0,099***
(0,028)
0,104***
(0,028)

0,076*
(0,033)
0,115***
(0,030)

-0,038
(0,045)
-0,159***
(0,040)

-0,058
(0,041)
-0,150***
(0,038)

-0,016
(0,036)
-0,036
(0,032)

-0,006
(0,033)
-0,023
(0,030)

-0,013
(0,050)

-0,036
(0,046)
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2010
A lot of unemployed friends
2000
2010

-0,200**
(0,066)

-0,233***
(0,062)

0,092
(0,158)
-0,387**
(0,130)

0,116
(0,144)
-0,369**
(0,121)

Type of hometown (ref. countryside)
Small town
2000

0,034
(0,031)
0,057
(0,035)

2010
Middle-sized town
2000

0,014
(0,020)
-0,010
(0,023)

2010
Big city
2000

0,053*
(0,025)
0,095***
(0,028)

2010
Abroad
2000

-0,024
(0,048)
0,010
(0,051)

2010
Sex (ref. man)
Woman
2000

-0,285***
(0,016)
-0,256***
(0,019)

2010
Union membership (ref. non-member)
Union member
2000

-0,082***
(0,023)
0,013
(0,023)

2010
Age (ref. 40-59 years)
Youngest (19-39)
2000

-0,027***
(0,006)
-0,037***
(0,008)

2010
Oldest (60-75)
2000

-0,058*
(0,035)
-0,164***
(0,027)

2010
N
2000
2010
R2
2000
2010
(P-value *=p≤0,05; **=p≤0,01; ***=p≤0,00)

1 589
1 502

1 589
1 502

1 589
1 502

1 589
1 502

0,178
0,165

0,183
0,180

0,183
0,194

0,330
0,307
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Model 1
The first model contains a regression of education on logaritmized monthly salary. The results
in the year 2000 show statistically significant results for all educational categories. Lower
educated respondents earned on average 16,4% less per month than those who completed upper
secondary education. Vocationally trained individuals earned on average 13,8% less per month
than upper secondary graduates. Respondents who completed post-secondary education earned
on average 7,7% more per month than upper secondary graduates. Those who completed
university, college or PhD programs are at the top. University or college graduates earned on
average 26,9% more per month than upper secondary educated and PhD graduates earned on
average 59,5% more per month than upper secondary graduates.
The results for the year 2010 show a similar pattern. Lower educated respondents earned on
average 17,1% less per month and vocationally trained earned on average 8,2% less per month
than upper secondary graduates. Individuals who have completed post-secondary education
earned on average 9,4% more per month than upper secondary graduates. Respondents who
have graduated university or college earned on average 29,5% more per month than those who
completed upper secondary program. PhD graduates earned on average 71,9% more per month
that upper secondary educated.
The R2-value for the 2000´s regression amounts to 0,178 and to 0,165 for the 2010´s. This is
interpreted as 17,8% of the total variation in fixed monthly salary is explained by educational
level in 2000 and 16,5% in 2010. The magnitude of the effects of education on monthly salary
are stronger for all groups in 2010, except for vocationally trained respondents in 2000. The
results are not in line with the first hypothesis of this study which assumed that higher education
affected labour market success in terms of monthly salary more during 2000 compared to 2010.
However, the R2-value is higher in 2000 and thus it supports the first hypothesis.
Model 2
Social background variables are added in the second model. By holding all other variables
constant, it can be shown that mother´s educational background influences individuals´ fixed
monthly salary before taxes only in 2010. The results show that respondents with the same
educational level but whose mother was higher educated earned on average 8,2% more per
month than those whose mother was lower educated. Another noticeable effect of social
background on monthly salary is in terms of parents´ origin. The results show that individuals
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with same educational level and whose both parents were Swedish citizens at the time of their
birth earned on average 8,7% more per month than respondents with one or both foreign parents
in 2000, and on average 12,1% more per month in 2010. The coefficient for university or
college graduates has increased by 0,002 units in 2000 and by 0,004 units in 2010 and here has
been no change in standard deviation for both years. This indicates that social background has
a very small effect on the variation in the relationship between salary and higher education but
the effect is however stronger in 2010. The coefficient for PhD graduates in 2010, on the other
hand, increased by 0,01 units. This indicates that the magnitude of the effect of social
background on salary is stronger for the highest levels of education in 2010. On the contrary,
coefficient for PhD graduates in 2000 has decreased by 0,01 units. This is interpreted as that
the social background mediates a rather small effect of the relationship between monthly salary
and educational level in 2000. The R2-value in the second model amounts to 0,183 for 2000
and to 0,180 for 2010. This is interpreted as 18,3% of the total variation in fixed monthly salary
before taxes is explained by educational level, the origin of parents´ and their educational level
in 2000, and 18,0% in 2010. The assumption in the second hypothesis was that social
background affects labour market success in terms of monthly salary to a greater extent in 2010
than in 2000. Although the effect of mother´s education is significant only in 2010 and parents´
origin has a slightly stronger effect on salary in 2010, the results are in line with the second
hypothesis.
Model 3
Granovetter (1995) argues that the broader the social network is, the easier it is to receive
information about available vacancies. This suggests that the chances of succeeding on the
labour market should increase if the number of friends in individuals´ social network is high.
Findings of the analysis show negative and statistically significant results for salary and having
many close friend in 2010. Individuals with same educational level and who have many close
friends in their network earned on average 15,9% less per month than those who have few close
friends. No significant results between monthly income and number of close friends were found
in 2000. Additionally, the structure of the social network influenced salary in 2010 and the
results show that respondents with same educational level who have many unemployed friends
earned on average 20,0% less per month than those who have few unemployed friends. The
coefficient for university or college graduates in 2000 have not changed compared to the
previous model. This indicates that the size and structure of the social network did not affect
monthly salary for this group of individuals. The coefficient for PhD graduates, however, has
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decreased by 0,005 units. This shows that social network mediated a small effect of the
relationship between monthly income and highest educational level. In 2010, the coefficient for
university or college graduates has decreased by 0,014 units and by 0,016 units for PhD
graduates. This indicates that social network mediates a slightly stronger effect of the
relationship between salary and education for highest educational levels. Due to these variables,
the R2-value for 2000 has remained unchangeable in 2000, which shows that social network
added no explanatory value for the variance in monthly income during this year. The R2-value
in 2010 has increased by 0,014 units. This is interpreted as 18,3% of the total variation in fixed
monthly salary is explained by all included variables in the third model for 2000 and 19,4% for
2010. Thus, social network explains more of the variance in monthly salary in 2010 than in
2000. Further, the significance of the network variables and a higher R2-value in 2010 indicates
that the results are in line with the third hypothesis of this study, which assumed that social
network affects labour market success in terms of monthly salary to a greater extent in 2010
than in 2000.
Model 4
In the last model, union membership, gender, age and additional control variable for social
background are included. The results show that individuals who grew up in big cities earned on
average 5,3% more per month than those who grew up on the country side in 2000 and on
average 9,5% more per month in 2010. Further, women earned on average 28,5% less per month
than men in 2000 and on average 25,6% less per month in 2010. The relationship between
monthly salary and union membership is negative and statistically significant only in 2000,
where individuals with same educational level and who were members in any union earned on
average 8,2% less per month than their equivalent who were not union members. Lastly, age is
significant for both years. The results for 2000 show that individuals with same educational
level in the youngest group earned on average 2,7% less per month than their equivalent in the
middle-group and 5,8% less per month in the oldest group. In 2010, the youngest individuals
with same educational level earned on average 3,7% less per month than their equivalent in the
middle group and the oldest respondents earned on average 16,4% less per month than their
equivalent in the middle group, holding constant for all other variables.
The main relationship between fixed monthly salary and educational level is still positive and
significant for university or college graduates. The coefficient for this group has increased by
0,010 units in 2000´s survey. This indicates that gender, type of hometown, age and union
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membership are affecting monthly salary. The coefficient for 2010, on the other hand, has
decreased by 0,001 units. This is interpreted as that gender, age, type of hometown and union
membership mediates a small effect between monthly salary and educational level for
university or college graduates. The coefficient for PhD graduates has decreased by 0,048 units
for 2000 and by 0,066 units for 2010. This indicates that the above-mentioned variables mediate
a relatively strong effect between education and monthly salary for the highest educational
levels. R2-value has increased compared to the previous model. This is interpreted as 33,0% of
the total variation in fixed monthly salary is explain by all included variables in 2000 and 30,7%
in 2010.

6. Discussion
Model 1
Almost all predictor variables show the expected signs of influence throughout all models. The
results from the bivariate regression vary between different educational groups. However, the
focus of this dissertation is on the higher educated population and only these groups will be
discussed. For university or college graduates the effect of education is slightly stronger in 2010
than in 2000. The same effect is also found for PhD graduates. This indicates that the expansion
of the three-year academic programs and an increasing number of individuals attending them
has influenced the value of bachelor and PhD diplomas. These are able to uplift people to higher
income positions to a greater extent in 2010 than in 2000. Based on a very small difference in
monthly salary for university and college graduates (approximately 2,6%) and that PhD
graduates earned approximately 12,4% more in 2010, these results are not in line with the first
hypothesis. Rather, this points to the fact that the educational inflation is still going on and in
order to earn more per month, a PhD diploma is now required. However, the R2-value supports
the first hypothesis about university and college diplomas being less important to explain the
variation in monthly salary in 2010 than in 2000.
A comparison between the results of the two models shows that university or college graduates
earned on average 2,6% more per month in nominal terms in 2010 than graduates in 2000. PhD
graduates earned on average 12,4% more per month in nominal terms in 2010 than their
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counterparts in 2000. By calculating the inflation rate based on the consumer price index140 in
2000 and 2010, one can see that 1 000 SEK in 2000 equals to 1 164,09 SEK in 2010, which is
an increase of 16,41%141. The real wages have been increasing during the period between 19952015 by on average 2,1 percent per year for blue-collar workers and 2,4 percent per year for
white-collar workers142. The results for university or college graduates are below the inflation
rate but corresponds roughly with Swedish wage statistics143. However, the nominal wage
increase by 2,6% is rather low when compared to housing prices in Sweden that have been
drastically growing faster than the disposable income since the mid 1990s. The property price
index for houses has had a real increase with 140 percent between 1995 and 2011144. For the
period between 2000 and 2010, the change in price and value of residences in Sweden has been
approximately 55,2 percent145. Furthermore, even if the wage growth for an additional PhD
investment was relatively high compared to wage growth for other education groups, which is
displayed in Figure 6, it was below the growth of alternative capital investments.
Figure 6: the relationship between the mean of non-logaritmized fixed monthly salary before taxes
and the educational level in 2000 and 2010.

Source: LNU 2000 and 2010
140
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A parallel can also be drawn from the results of the first regression model to Hanushek´s et.al.,
(2015) results about Sweden´s bottom place of the international list of the gross returns of
higher education. Together, they show that the increase in monthly salary of university or
college graduates does not mirror the economic (or specifically housing prices) changes in
Sweden. The results of this study are also in line with Melldahl´s (2015) research of the change
in the value of educational assets, where he showed that the impairment of academic education
to uplift individuals to higher income positions began already during the 1990s and the early
2000s.
Model 2
A second hypothesis in this study was that social background in terms of parents´ educational
level and whereas they were Swedish citizens when respondents were born influenced the
success on the labour market to a greater extent in 2010 than in 2000. These variables were
added in the second model. Significant results were found for higher educated mothers in 2010,
which shows that mothers´ educational level had a positive influence on individuals´ monthly
income, but the effect is relatively low (less than 9%). However, parents´ origin had a stronger
effect on monthly salary and significant results were found for both years. Individuals with
same educational level and whose both parents were Swedish earned on average 8,7% more per
month than those whose one or both parents were immigrants in 2000 and on average 12,1%
more per month in 2010. Added together, these results support the second hypothesis. Further,
this supports Björklund´s et.al. (2010), Erikson and Jonsson´s (1998) and Ljunglöf´s (2011)
results, and is also in line with Hällsten and Szulkin´s (2009) reasoning that immigrant families
have less resources to use in order to influence their children’s labour market success. The
results of this study show that the difference in parental influence on labour market success in
terms of monthly salary between 2000 and 2010 is approximately 3,4%. This implies that
parents´ ethnical background affected monthly salary more than their educational level both in
2000 and 2010 but the effect is stronger in 2010. The family of origin can thus be viewed as an
asset that influences an individual´s future career and chances of succeeding on the labour
market146. However, R2-value in the second model shows that educational level together with
social background explained more of the total variance in monthly salary in 2000. This indicates
that additional merits that can be used in order to succeed on the labour market had to be
accounted for in 2010.
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Model 3
Number of contact in individuals´ social network has been shown to affect their chances of
succeeding on the labour market147. When the network variables were added to the model, the
results were significant only for the year 2010. This indicates that social network influenced
the success in terms of monthly salary more during 2010 compared to 2000. The results show
that individuals with same educational level who had many close friends in their network earned
on average 15,9% less per month than those who had few close friends. Although the variable
for frequency of meeting with friends and acquaintances was not significant, a parallel can still
be drawn to the assumption of overembeddedness that was made earlier. This means that
individuals who have few friends might dedicate themselves to their work to a greater extent
and thus have a higher monthly income than individuals who have a lot of friends. The negative
relationship between salary and the number of close friends also indicates that the size of a
network might affect the success on the labour market rather in terms of receiving information
about jobs148. It also suggests that social capital that is embedded in a network might influence
the status of the job149. More friends might generate access to more resources. This might in
turn lead to more information, influence, social references and confirmation of identity, which
is important for an individual to acquire a more advantageous position on the labour market.
Also, the structure of social networks has affected chances of succeeding in 2010. The results
show that individuals who have many unemployed friends earned less per month than those
who have few unemployed friends. Respondents who had a lot of unemployed friends earned
approximately 18,7% less than those who have many unemployed friends and on average
38,7% less than those with few unemployed friends in their network. These results support
Kingdon and Knight´s (2000) and Reingold´s (1999) findings about the influence of the
structure of the social network and that the labour market situation of respondents´ contacts
correlated with their own possibilities to succeed. In line with the third hypothesis of this study,
friends´ labour market situation affected individuals´ success in 2010 but not in 2000. The
results of this analysis are also in line with general tendencies that are covered in previous
research, which shows that the lack of resource-rich contacts can influence an individual´s
possibility to acquire information and affect his or her chances of succeeding on the labour
market. Wellman (1983) describes this as limitations by the social structure that might lead to
147
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exclusion or inequality within different parts of the labour market. Based on the results of this
study these limitations also affect monthly income and as the educational inflation increases,
the structure of social network seems to play a more important role. This indicates that the
unemployment of close friends might lead to more limited resources in the social network
because the connection to the labour market is smaller. It might also obstruct individuals´ from
getting a well-paid job or any job at all. The R2-value is higher for the 2010 model. This supports
the results and shows that the structure of social networks, together with educational level and
social background, explained more of the total variation in monthly salary in 2010. Sjögren and
Zenou (2007) claimed that social networks, and specifically work contacts, can have a vast
impact on chances of succeeding on the labour market and that they usually function as a link
that mediates reliable information between applicant and employers. A report by IFAU also
showed that informal recruitment channels are preferred by a lot of Swedish companies150. This,
together with the results of this study, indicates that social networks were more valuable for
succeeding on the labour market both in terms of getting a job and receiving higher salary in
2010 than in 2000.
Model 4
In the last model, it was considered to control for the type of hometown that respondents grew
up in. The results show positive and statistically significant relationship between growing up in
big cities and monthly salary in both 2000 and 2010, although the effects are relatively small.
This can be interpreted as, in line with Fielding´s (1992) and Andersson´s (1996) research, that
large cities are growth regions with large companies, but even though individuals might have
access to more social capital in terms of opportunities to network with important contacts, the
living expenses are higher151. Also, the data from Swedish salary report shows that highest
wages for both private and public sector were found in Stockholm region in 1999152 and in
2014153. Therefore, additional information about the size of the city where respondents
currently lived and worked in would have provided better results of the escalator effect. The
effect for 2010 is slightly stronger. Individuals who grew up in big cities earned approximately
4,2% more per month than their equivalents in 2000. Further, the results indicate that where
individuals came from had a smaller effect on monthly salary in 2000. The concept of escalator
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regions154 can to some extent be applied here because the results show regional differences in
monthly earnings. However, there is no information about individuals´ jobs or whereas they are
qualified or not and such comparison cannot be made. Andersson (1996) found that Stockholm
region provides positive escalator effects for higher educated individuals. This study shows
similar results in both 2010 and 2000, although big city-regions in LNU also include Malmö
and Göteborg.
Additionally, when controlling for gender the results show negative and statistically significant
relationship between monthly salary and gender. In 2000, women earned on average 28,5% less
per month than men and in 2010 on average 25,6% less, controlled for all included factors.
First, this shows that the monthly income differences between men and women have slightly
decreased during this period, which is shown in Figures 7 and 8. However, absolute salary
numbers are not used in this analysis and a comparison between men and women over time can
be made disregarding the inflation. Further, the number of educated labour force has grown
since 2000 and women are still overrepresented in the higher educated share of the
population155. This, together with the results in the first model, strengthens this conjecture.
Lastly, the wage level has increased for both men and women over the past ten years which
also makes it reasonable to conclude that university or college educated women earned more
per month in 2010 than in 2000. Figures 7 and 8 show the monthly income differences between
men and women for each educational group in 2000 and 2010, where a noticeable increase in
higher educated women’s salary is displayed.
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Figure 7: the relationship between the mean of non-logaritmized fixed monthly salary before taxes
and the educational level in 2000 for men and women.

Source: LNU 2000

Figure 8: the relationship between the mean of non-logaritmized fixed monthly salary before taxes
and the educational level in 2010 for men and women.

Source: LNU 2010
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Figures 7 and 8 show the income differences between higher educated men and women in 2000
and 2010. For university and college graduates, the income differences have decreased in 2010
compared to 2000. For PhD graduates, the results show that women earned more per month
than men in 2010. However, Figure 9 shows that when educational categories are not accounted
for, men had a slightly higher increase in monthly salary compared to women between 2000
and 2010.
Figure 9: a comparison of mean of monthly salary for men and women in 2000 and 2010.

Source: LNU 2000 and 2010

As was found by Gustavsson (2006), there is inconsistency between training premia and the
relative supply of university or college graduates. This can be related to gender socialization156,
which means that individuals are formed by the stereotypes about male and female
characteristics and these might be used as merits on the labour market. A stereotypical female
is often social, caring and pays attention to details. A male is often characterized by strength,
stability and analytical abilities. These stereotypes are spread and amplified through media,
culture and social networks, which implies that men and women tend to choose educational and
career patterns in unity with what is assumed to be “male” and “female”157. This in turn can
amplify the already existing wage inequality between men and women. Therefore, the chances
156
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of succeeding on the labour market in terms of monthly salary might be unevenly distributed
between these two groups because of gender stereotypes. Figure 9 visualizes these differences.
As mentioned earlier, the labour market is not a perfect market and the prices are set by
companies while wages are set by employers or unions. Although the history of Swedish labour
market is characterized by strong unions, the recent decades reflect a decline in unionization
not only in Sweden but also in other advanced economies158. A decrease amongst union
members is also noticeable in statistics for LNU 2000 and 2010. Table 3 in the Appendix shows
that 3 245 respondents were members of any union in 2000 compared to 2 356 in 2010. The
results of this study show a negative and statistically significant relationship between monthly
salary and union membership in 2000 but not in 2010. First, this indicates that unions affected
higher educated individuals´ monthly salary to a greater extent in 2000. The negative results
point to the fact that branches without collective agreements or companies that apply wage
setting on an individual level might provide higher monthly income for higher educated people.
Second, the lack of significant results for 2010 can be an additional indicator that unions in
Sweden are losing members and therefore their influence on the wage setting might be
somewhat weakened.
In most empirical analysis of wage and education, age is included as an explanatory variable
because it is strongly correlated with both factors. Generally, the relationship between age and
salary is positive and linear at first and then it levels out or slightly decreases for older ages.
Following Melldahls´s (2015) research the age variable in this study was categorized in three
groups. He compared cohorts and his results showed that university or college graduates in
older generations reached high income positions on a higher level than younger generations
during the 1990s. The operationalization and the use of the age variable is somewhat different
in this analysis. The results show that individuals in age-group 40-59 earned more per month
than younger and older group both in 2000 and 2010. However, the differences between young
and middle-groups are smaller than between older and middle-groups where the former earned
on average 2,7% less per month in 2000 and on average 3,7% less in 2010. The older group
earned on average 5,8% less per month than the middle group in 2000 and on average 16,4%
less in 2010. Since the oldest groups are most likely to have retired it is not a surprise that they
earn less than middle-group that is probably still in the labour force. However, young higher
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educated generations might struggle to reach high income positions not only due to decreasing
value of university or college diplomas but also due to their age and lack of work experience.
Generally, work experience derives from age and older university or college graduates might
have high salary based on both education and previous skills, while young graduates are
disfavoured because they are inexperienced or have less experience than their equivalent in
older age groups. Therefore, based on the results of this study, a conclusion about higher age
generating higher salary can be made, but it is not age per se but rather work experience that
can uplift individuals to higher income positions.

7. Conclusion
The most common remedy for labour market issues that is suggested in politics is preferably
higher education. Quantitative investments are prioritized rather than qualitative but expanding
the educational system without considering current and future labour market conditions can
have unexpected or negative effects. Alvesson (1999) had pointed out that the concept of
educational fundamentalism is an ideal type that describes the superiority of a society in terms
of high share of educated population. Tåhlin (2014) showed that the expansion of academic
education has certainly led to an increase in the educational level of Swedish labour force but
that it has developed more rapidly than the qualification and educational requirements on the
labour market. While the volume of university and college graduates is partly determined by
political decisions, qualification requirements for various jobs are determined by international
competition, technological development, structural changes and wage levels. Another demand
factor stems from the widespread belief among younger generations that labour market success
can only be achieved through higher education. Tåhlin (2014) argued that having an educational
level that exceeds required qualifications does not only entails that an individual does not use
his or her whole capacity that was acquired through education. He or she also forces out
individuals with lower educational levels. As more people obtain university or college degree,
the competition will be broadened to include low qualified jobs as well. This in turn will result
in increasing unemployment among lower educated individuals. At the same time, the signal
value of a university or college education will be hollowed out. A parallel effect of this is that
the training premia of education will be hollowed out as well and Hanushek et.al. (2015)
showed that Sweden is on the bottom of the training premia lists in OECD. In light of the
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decreasing returns, alternative distribution channels of jobs and salary such as family
background and social networks could become more important again. But is the situation really
as dramatic as it sounds?
The purpose of this study was to analyse how educational inflation has affected individuals´
success on Swedish labour market between 2000 and 2010. One of the assumptions was that
educational inflation induced the impairment of academic education to uplift individuals to
higher income positions. Melldahl´s (2015) analysis showed that income positions between the
1990s and the early 2000s varied for older and younger generations. The results for older
generation indicated that they were able to reach high income positions for both upper
secondary and academic educational levels. The effect for younger generation was considerably
lower. The results of this study did not support the first hypothesis, although the R2-value in the
first model showed that education explained more of the total variance in monthly salary in
2000 than in 2010. Further, the results showed an increase in monthly salary for individuals
who graduated university or college. In relation to the time span of ten years and to for example
the increase in housing prices in Sweden159, the increase is rather low and below the inflation
rate. However, of all educational categories the effects were highest for PhD graduates who
earned on average 59,5% more per month than secondary educated in 2000 and on average
71,9% more in 2010. Since there are less PhD graduates than three-year program university or
college graduates in Sweden160 it can be assumed that education has positive effects on wages
for the highest educational groups on the individual level. However, it can be argued that higher
education has negative effects on the macro economical level due to poor matching on the
labour market and de-industrialization.
Because of the inflation in human capital of the Swedish population employers might be
looking for additional information during a recruitment process. Thus, social background and
social networks are expected to be valued to a greater extent today than seventeen years ago.
The results of this study support the hypotheses 2 and 3. In 2010, mothers´ educational
background and parents´ ethnic background affected individuals´ monthly salary more than in
2000. However, these factors explained the total variation in monthly income slightly better in
2000 than in 2010. The influence of parents´ social status can be viewed as an important
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resource for young individuals161 because an upbringing in a nice neighbourhood,
acknowledged elementary and upper secondary schools and with high status parents might
facilitate the entrance to the labour market through good reputation. On the contrary, individuals
who are not embedded in stable social networks or have sick, unemployed or immigrant parents
might struggle more to succeed in their future career. The structure of own social network,
however, might influence individuals more later in life. The results of this study point to the
fact that the number of close friends and the number of unemployed close friends affected
monthly salary negatively in 2010. Furthermore, the size and structure of social network
together with educational background and social background explained more of the total
variance in monthly salary in 2010 than in 2000.
In summary, the results of this study have shown that educational inflation has affected
individuals´ chances of succeeding since the beginning of the twenty first century. Monthly
earnings for higher educated individuals have increased between 2000 and 2010, although the
effects of education on monthly salary do not differ drastically between these periods. Having
higher educated Swedish mothers had stronger effects on monthly salary in 2010 than in 2000,
but the impact of social networks is found only in 2010. The importance of social background
and social networks for the outcomes on the labour market has been analysed in many previous
studies. In this dissertation, the outcomes are measured in terms of monthly salary which
correlates with individuals´ educational level, parents´ social status and the structure of social
networks. Based on the results in this study it can be assumed that individuals are urged to use
their contacts to achieve success on the labour market but this might be problematic for those
who have resource-poor networks. Further, the results imply that meritocratic principles were
utilized more during 2000 than 2010. This, in turn, might create a segregation and vicious circle
where individuals with low connections to the labour market might be pushed further aside
while those who have resource-rich networks continue to benefit.
Limitations
A quantitative empirical material extracted from LNU 2000 and 2010 is used in this
dissertation. The results can be generalized exclusively to the adult population in Sweden. The
questions that respondents have answered in each LNU survey, however, are predetermined
and could not be adjusted to fit the purpose of this study. Considering the available data set,
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factors such as educational level, social network and social background were considered as
essential and related to the labour market outcomes. The choice of variables was based on
theory and previous research where these factors were highlighted as relevant. Other important
aspects that were discussed in the literature and how they might have contributed to the results
of this analysis have been considered and discussed. However, given the time and resource
limitation for implementation of this study, these factors could not be included in the analysis.
Constructing new variables for work experience or controlling for individuals own social status
or whether their job is qualified or not might also have increased reliability and validity of this
study. Further, measuring social networks is problematic and adding variables for respondents´
leisure might have generated additional information on how often individuals meet with the
members of their network. Additionally, due to the variable restriction in LNU, it was not
possible to compare previous surveys of 1981 and 1991. This would have added more depth to
the analysis by exploiting the panel dimension of the data set. Lastly, access to more recent data
than 2010 would also have improved the results of the comparison because the economy, and
specifically labour market, is constantly changing and adapting to internal and external factors.
Thus, changes in both educational system and wage level might have happened since 2010.

7.1 Future research
Even though the success on the labour market can be measured in terms of monthly salary, it
is not determined what counts as success. Some individuals might have high monthly income
by working more than one job. Others inherit family business and might not need an academic
education to earn high salary, while some interpret success as achieving a career by working
hard in school and on the labour market. Therefore, success can also be measured by job
qualifications. Due to the limitations of this dissertation, a further research might include
personal skills, previous work experience and other social background variables that can
influence success on the labour market, for instance which schools individuals attended or the
type of neighbourhoods that they grew up in. Additionally, it is reasonable to assume that
personal characteristics and bargaining power are becoming more and more important in
modern, non-meritocratic society.
Further, this study has only covered income generated from labour, but research shows the
growing importance of non-labour earnings such as capital income. Thomas Piketty (1971)
has found a historical relationship between capital incomes and economic growth. His
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prognosis is that capital-based inequality within an economy, where the returns of capital will
be much higher than economic growth and where individuals will benefit more on managing
“old” money instead of earning “new”, will once again be featured in our societies. Based on
Piketty´s (ibid.) findings, a parallel can be drawn to the labour market. Even though it has
educational-meritocratic elements, much of the income might come from non-meritocratic
sources. Additionally, there is a simultaneous trend of de-industrialization and despite of the
increasing number of higher educated labour force and rising returns on human-capital
investments, it is unlikely to go on forever. A point of saturation might be reached sooner than
expected. From this point of few, the future of Swedish labour market is uncertain and higher
education can no longer be viewed as a remedy for unemployment. Rather, it can be expected
that the future society will be one with many unemployed individuals and low service jobs on
one hand and higher educated individuals on the other hand, and capital income might
become more important than labour income again.
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Appendix
School forms in Sweden according to Swedish National Agency for Education
Elementary school (grundskola) – nine years, starts when the child is between 6-8 years old.
Compulsory162.
Upper secondary school (gymnasium) – three years, non-compulsory. Adolescents can choose
between theoretical and vocational form163.
Post-secondary education – comprises education that is not a three-year bachelor degree in
LNU, for example courses at university or college, post-secondary vocational training etc.
Bachelor degree – three years, 180 credits.
PhD – four years, 240 credits

Descriptive statistics and variable distribution
Table 3: the included variables, total response rate, internal loss, mean value and standard deviation.
The variables are presented in original categories.
Variable

Frequency

Internal loss

Mean

Std.deviation

Fixed monthly salary
before taxes
2000 (N=5142)

Total: 2568

556 (10,81%)

18892,56

7790,907

2010 (N=4415)

Total: 2228

460 (10,42%)

27896,52

12353,539

Total: 5105
Grade school: 644
Elementary school: 352
Vocational education: 1785
Upper secondary school: 597
Post-secondary education: 1113
University/college: 580
PhD: 34
Total: 4408
Grade school: 270
Elementary school: 261
Vocational education: 1744
Upper secondary school: 388
Post-secondary education: 941
University/college: 748
PhD: 56

36 (0,70%)

3,60

1,527

7 (0,16%)

3,89

1,476

Educational level
2000

2010

162
163

Accessed on https://www.skolverket.se/skolformer/grundskoleutbildning/grundskola/grundskola-1.196222
Accessed on https://www.skolverket.se/skolformer/gymnasieutbildning
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Fathers´ education
2000

2010

Mothers´ education
2000

2010

Both parents Swedish
2000

2010

Type of hometown
resp. grew up in
2000

2010

Number of close
friends
2000

Total: 4966
Grade school: 2957
Vocational education: 676
2-year upper secondary ed: 327
3-4 year upper secondary ed: 411
College: 123
University: 472
Total: 4195
Grade school: 2106
Vocational education: 638
2-year upper secondary ed: 311
3-4 year upper secondary ed: 436
College: 204
University: 500

176 (3,42%)

2,09

1,652

220 (4,98%)

2,40

1,782

Total: 4987
Grade school: 3109
Vocational education: 536
2-year upper secondary ed: 502
3-4 year upper secondary ed: 350
College: 196
University: 294
Total: 4215
Grade school: 2171
Vocational education: 513
2-year upper secondary ed: 460
3-4 year upper secondary ed: 419
College: 314
University: 338

155 (3,01%)

1,97

1,517

200 (4,53%)

2,34

1,692

Total: 4172
Yes: 3367
One Swedish: 124
Both foreign: 681
Total: 3256
Yes: 2439
One Swedish: 99
Both foreign: 718

5 (0,10%)

1,36

0,746

9 (0,201%)

1,47

0,831

Total: 5137
Countryside: 1391
Community <500 inh: 1019
Small town: 412
Middle-sized town: 1141
Big city: 775
Abroad: 399
Total: 4408
Countryside: 1038
Community <500 inh: 904
Small town: 400
Middle-sized town: 1073
Big city: 766
Abroad: 227

5 (0,10%)

3,02

1,675

7 (0,16%)

3,07

1,595

Total: 5079

63 (1,23%)

10,96

10,359
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2010
Number of friends
born abroad
2000
2010
Number of
unemployed friends
2000
2010
Visit friends and
acquaintances
2000

2010

Sex
2000
2010
Union membership
2000
2010

Total: 4381

34 (0,77%)

7,62

7,009

Total: 4935
Total: 4232

74 (1,44%)
29 (0,66%)

1,08
1,11

3,720
3,339

Total: 4931
Total: 4203

96 (1,87%)
58 (1,31%)

0,44
0,41

2,084
1,470

Total: 5127
Never: 141
Sometimes: 2432
Often: 2554
Total: 4398
Never: 212
Sometimes: 1893
Often: 2293

15 (0,29%)

2,47

0,552

17 (0,39%)

2,47

0,588

1,49

0,500

Total: 5142
Man: 2602
Woman: 2540
Total: 4415
Man: 2257
Woman: 2158

0
0

1,49

0,500

Total: 5130
Yes: 3245
No: 1885
Total: 4393
Yes: 2356
No: 2037

12 (0,23%)

1,37

0,482

22 (0,50%)

1,46

0,499

0
0

1955,42
1963,43

15,476
15,834

Age
2000
Total: 5142
2010
Total: 4415
Source: LNU 2000 and 2010
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Variable coding
Table 4: recoded categories in LNU 2000 and 2010.

LNU 2000

LNU 2010

RECODE x305prel (1 thru 2=1) (ELSE=0) INTO
low_education.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z352 (1 thru 2=1) (ELSE=0) INTO
low_education2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x305prel (1=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_low_education.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z352 (1=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_low_education2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x305prel (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_vocational_ed.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z352 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_vocational_ed2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x305prel (4=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_upper_secondary.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z352 (4=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_upper_secondary2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x305prel (5=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_post_secondary.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z352 (5=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_post_secondary2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x305prel (6=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_university.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z352 (6=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_university2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x305prel (7=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_phd.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z352 (7=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_phd2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x123 (2 thru 4=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
secondary_ed_father.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z105 (2 thru 4=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
secondary_ed_father2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x123 (5 thru 6=3) (ELSE=0) INTO
high_ed_father.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z105 (5 thru 6=3) (ELSE=0) INTO
high_ed_father2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x123 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_low_ed_father.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z105 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_low_ed_father2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x123 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_secondary_ed_father.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z105 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_secondary_ed_father2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x123 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_high_ed_father.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z105 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_high_ed_father2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x124 (2 thru 4=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
secondary_ed_mother.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z106 (2 thru 4=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
secondary_ed_mother2010.
EXECUTE.
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RECODE x124 (5 thru 6=3) (ELSE=0) INTO
high_ed_mother.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z106 (5 thru 6=3) (ELSE=0) INTO
high_ed_mother2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x124 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_low_ed_mother.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z106 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_low_ed_mother2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x124 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_secondary_ed_mother.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z106 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_secondary_ed_mother2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x124 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_high_ed_mother.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z106 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_high_ed_mother2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x52 (2 thru 3=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
not_swedish_parents.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z49 (2 thru 3=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
not_swedish_parents2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x52 (1=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_swedish_parents.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z49 (1=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_swedish_parents2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x52 (2=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_notswedish_parents.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z49 (2=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_notswedish_parents2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x251 (0 thru 10=1) (ELSE=0) INTO
few_friends.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z320 (0 thru 10=1) (ELSE=0) INTO
few_friends2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x251 (11 thru 25=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
many_friends.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z320 (11 thru 25=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
many_friends2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x251 (26 thru 99=3) (ELSE=0) INTO
alot_of_friends.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z320 (26 thru 99=3) (ELSE=0) INTO
alot_of_friends2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x251 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_few_friends.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z320 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_few_friends2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x251 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_many_friends.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z320 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_many_friends2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x251 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_alot_of_friends.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z320 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_alot_of_friends2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x256 (0 thru 3=1) (ELSE=0) INTO
few_unemployed_friends00.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z323 (0 thru 4=1) (ELSE=0) INTO
few_unemployed_friends10.
EXECUTE.
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RECODE x256 (4 thru 8=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
many_unemployed_friends00.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z323 (5 thru 14=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
many_unemployed_friends10.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x256 (9 thru 99=3) (ELSE=0) INTO
alot_of_unemployed_friends00.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z323 (15 thru 99=3) (ELSE=0) INTO
alot_of_unemployed_friends10.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x256 (1=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_few_unemployed_friends00.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z323 (1=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_few_unemployed_friends10.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x256 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_many_unemployed_friends00.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z323 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_many_unemployed_friends10.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x256 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_alotof_unemployed_friends00.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z323 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_alotof_unemployed_friends10.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x794 (2 thru 3=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
VISITFRIENDS.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z821 (2 thru 3=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
VISITFRIENDS10.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x794 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_NEVERVISIT_friends.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z821 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_NEVERVISIT_friends10.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x794 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_VISITFRIENDS.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z821 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_VISITFRIENDS10.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x254 (0 thru 3=1) (ELSE=0) INTO
few_friends_abroad.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z322 (0 thru 3=1) (ELSE=0) INTO
few_friends_abroad2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x254 (4 thru 9=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
many_friends_abroad.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z322 (4 thru 9=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
many_friends_abroad2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x254 (10 thru 99=3) (ELSE=0) INTO
alot_friends_abroad.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z322 (10 thru 99=3) (ELSE=0) INTO
alot_friends_abroad2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x254 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_few_friends_abroad.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z322 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_few_friends_abroad2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x254 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_many_friends_abroad.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z322 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_many_friends_abroad2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x254 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_alot_friends_abroad.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z322 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_alot_friends_abroad2010.
EXECUTE.
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RECODE x143 (1 thru 2=1) (ELSE=0) INTO
countryside.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z148 (1 thru 2=1) (ELSE=0) INTO
countryside2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x143 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_countryside.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z148 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_countryside2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x143 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_small_town.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z148 (3=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_small_town2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x143 (4=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_middlesized_town.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z148 (4=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_middlesized_town2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x143 (5=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_big_city.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z148 (5=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_big_city2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x143 (6=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_abroad.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z148 (6=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_abroad2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x8 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_man.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z11 (1=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_man2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x8 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_woman.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z11 (2=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_woman2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x801 (1=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_union.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z829 (1=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_union2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x801 (2=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_not_union.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z829 (2=0) (MISSING=SYSMIS)
(ELSE=0) INTO d_not_union2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x9 (25 thru 40=1) (ELSE=0) INTO
oldest.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z12 (1935 thru 1950=1) (ELSE=0)
INTO oldest2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x9 (41 thru 60=2) (ELSE=0) INTO
middle.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z12 (1951 thru 1970=2) (ELSE=0)
INTO middle2010.
EXECUTE.

RECODE x9 (61 thru 81=3) (ELSE=0) INTO
youngest.
EXECUTE.

RECODE z12 (1971 thru 1991=3) (ELSE=0)
INTO youngest2010.
EXECUTE.

Source: LNU 2000 and 2010
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Results from the main regression analysis
Table 5: multiple linear regression model. Dependent variable: log fixed monthly salary before taxes. The
table shows b-coefficients and P-values in parentheses, together with R2-values and response frequencies
N.
Constant
2000
2010
Educational level (ref. upper secondary
education)
Low education
2000
2010
Vocational education
2000
2010
Post-secondary education
2000
2010
University/college
2000
2010
PhD
2000
2010
Father´s educational level (ref. low education)
Upper secondary education
2000
2010
University/college
2000
2010
Mother´s educational level (ref. low education)
Upper secondary education
2000
2010

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

9,794***
(0,000)
10,113***
(0,000)

9,713***
(0,000)
10,009***
(0,000)

9,690***
(0,000)
10,040***
(0,000)

9,935***
(0,000)
10,192***
(0,000)

-0,164***
(0,000)
-0,171*
(0,020)

-0,163***
(0,000)
-0,157*
(0,032)

-0,163***
(0,000)
-0,152*
(0,037)

-0,165***
(0,000)
-0,111
(0,111)

-0,138***
(0,000)
-0,082*
(0,024)

-0,137***
(0,000)
-0,079*
(0,029)

-0,136***
(0,000)
-0,081*
(0,023)

-0,108***
(0,000)
-0,094**
(0,005)

0,077**
(0,006)
0,094*
(0,013)

0,074**
(0,008)
0,087*
(0,020)

0,073**
(0,009)
0,079*
(0,034)

0,106***
(0,000)
0,062*
(0,049)

0,269***
(0,000)
0,295***
(0,000)

0,271***
(0,000)
0,299***
(0,000)

0,271***
(0,000)
0,285***
(0,000)

0,281***
(0,000)
0,284***
(0,000)

0,595***
(0,000)
0,719***
(0,000)

0,585***
(0,000)
0,729***
(0,000)

0,580***
(0,000)
0,713***
(0,000)

0,532***
(0,000)
0,647***
(0,000)

-0,012
(0,652)
-0,036
(0,219)

-0,015
(0,585)
-0,030
(0,302)

-0,001
(0,974)
-0,032
(0,243)

0,047
(0,146)
0,017
(0,656)

0,047
(0,144)
0,009
(0,813)

0,023
(0,440)
-0,011
(0,765)

0,004
(0,877)
-0,013
(0,672)

0,008
(0,789)
-0,002
(0,937)

0,011
(0,687)
0,002
(0,948)
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University/college
2000
2010
Parent´s upbringing (ref. 1 or both immigrants)
Both parents Swedish
2000
2010
Number of close friends (ref. few)
Many close friends
2000
2010
A lot of close friends
2000
2010
Number of unemployed close friends (ref. few)
Many unemployed friends
2000
2010
A lot of unemployed friends
2000
2010
Number of immigrant friends (ref. few)
Many immigrant friends
2000
2010
A lot of immigrant friends
2000
2010
Visit friends and acquaintances (ref. never)
Visits sometimes or often
2000
2010
Type of hometown (ref. countryside)
Small town
2000
2010

0,011
(0,710)
0,082
(0,016)

0,010
(0,739)
0,084*
(0,013)

0,008
(0,760)
0,073*
(0,021)

0,087***
(0,001)
0,121***
(0,000)

0,099***
(0,000)
0,104***
(0,000)

0,076*
(0,021)
0,115***
(0,000)

-0,038
(0,399)
-0,159***
(0,000)

-0,058
(0,157)
-0,150***
(0,000)

-0,016
(0,652)
-0,036
(0,251)

-0,006
(0,867)
-0,023
(0,434)

-0,013
(0,791)
-0,200**
(0,003)

-0,036
(0,423)
-0,233***
(0,000)

0,092
(0,563)
-0,387**
(0,003)

0,116
(0,419)
-0,369**
(0,002)

0,070
(0,074)
0,045
(0,251)

0,049
(0,170)
0,040
(0,274)

0,101
(0,113)
-0,027
(0,659)

0,070
(0,224)
-0,015
(0,799)

0,018
(0,314)
0,014
(0,493)

0,015
(0,365)
0,016
(0,399)
0,034
(0,265)
0,057
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(0,106)
Middle-sized town
2000

0,014
(0,497)
-0,010
(0,655)

2010
Big city
2000

0,053*
(0,032)
0,095***
(0,001)

2010
Abroad
2000

-0,024
(0,620)
0,010
(0,852)

2010
Sex (ref. man)
Woman
2000

-0,285***
(0,000)
0,256***
(0,000)

2010
Union membership (ref. non-members)
Union member
2000

-0,082***
(0,000)
0,013
(0,571)

2010
Age (ref. middle)
Youngest
2000

-0,027***
(0,000)
-0,037***
(0,000)

2010
Oldest
2000

-0,058*
(0,050)
-0,164***
(0,000)

2010
N
2000
2010
R2
2000
2010
Std. error of the estimate
2000
2010
(P-value *=p≤0,05; **=p≤0,01; ***=p≤0,00)

1 589
1 502

1 589
1 502

1 589
1 502

1 589
1 502

0,178
0,165

0,183
0,180

0,183
0,194

0,330
0,370

0,35201
0,39192

0,35100
0,38841

0,35091
0,38500

0,31778
0,35718
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